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An Introduction

This f;:xhibition is intended to convey, through photographs, documents, and materials ephemeral and 3nifactual, an ordered if necessarily selective retrospective view of the University of Mississippi from its foundation
to its rurn-of-the century anainment of functional university status. Based on the records of the University
Archives, Ollf representation of an evolving institution is, inevitably, incomplete. Even were comprehensiveness
OUf aim, we should fail in the absence of archival records for some periods and in the pau city of documentation
for others. Nonetheless, we have sought to relate narratively and to evoke pictorially the broad outlines of the
University's intellectual and physical progression as well as to nOte a few of me many personalities who have
shaped and animated the institution across the years.
Earlier chronological narratives concerning the University's history-John Waddel's His/orin11 Dircollrse De/iv.
ered on the Quarter-CtTlltnnia/ 0/ the Unit'ersity of MiwJsippi (Oxford, 1873), Edward Mayes' chapter on the
University in the HtJlory 0/ Education in Missirsippi (Washingcon , 1899), The Historical Cata/ogue of the UninrsilY
0/ MiuiJsippi: /849-1909. and Allen Cabaniss' The Uml'ersity 0/ Mississippi: /Is First Hundred Years (Hattiesburg,
197 I)-remain indispensable guides. But in contrast CO these works our approach has concentrated less on
following developments at the University mrough the succession of Chancellors than on organizing its history
into periods. Each of the three main sections of me catalogue includes a narrative overview. essays on specific
and general subjects, and iconographic materials illustrative of the textual maner.
This exhibition and catalogue could not have appeared without the encouraging support of Library Director
Dr. Calvin Boyer. We are indebted to the Physics Departmem for depositing me Bayman photographic collection in the University Archives. Most of the research and the writing of the (ext was undertaken by Dr. James
Lloyd. Deborah Thiel of the Department of Archives and Special Collections has designed and illustrated the
catalogue and mounted the exhibition. Mr. William Marrin and Mr. S. J. Parham have been responsible for the
considerable effort in developing, copying, and printing the frequently fragile and rare photographs, many of
which are reproduced here for the first time.
We solicit reaction {O rhe exhibition from alumni and friends of (he University and would welcome contributions of materials to complement and enhance the University's archival records.
Thomas M. Verich
University Archivist
Curator of Special Collections

The Beginning: 1848-1865
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The history of the University of Mississippi from its beginning until 1865 might be seen in one sense as a
record of unfulfilled promise. The Seminary Fund-authorized by Congress co suppOrt the establishment of a
university in Mississippi-had been depleted by nearly three·fourths of an original $352,000 endowment even
before the University opened its doors. Faced early in its instirutionallife with diminished resources, the University twelve years later suffered from the physical and psychological ravages of a fratricidal war. An immediate
effect of the Civil War was to dose the University temporarily. A longer range effeCt-one felt for several
decades-was the fiscal inability of post-bellum leaders to carry out plans for,b>ed for the University before the
war. Nonetheless. though the times were inauspicious for the founding of Southern colleges, the University of
Mississippi was fortunate in having capable and conscientious men on the Board of Trustees and in the faculty
who succeeded despite these conditions in making the Universit}, a viable educational institution. Viewed agains!
such a background of adversity, this period in the University's history presents a record of outs!anding achievement by numerous individuals who labored against considerable odds.
The first Board of Trustees was composed of thirteen distinguished Mississippians: John A. Quitman, twice
governor of Mississippi, Major General in the regular amy, and (he Board's first Chairman; Alexander M. ClaytOn, eminent lawyer, judge, and the first President of the Board; James M. Howry, lawyer, stale senatOr, and
Grand Master of Masons; Jacob Thompson. congressman, Secretary of (he Interior under Buchanan and lincoln, and agent for the Confederacy; James A. Ventress, planter, author, translator, and inventor; Pryor Lea, the
first Secretary of the Board; Alexander H. Pegues, planter, state senatOr and congressman, and member of the
Board of the Mississippi Central Railroad; William L. Sharkey, Chief Justice of the High Court of Errors and
Appeals, senator, and provincial Governor; Edward C. Wilkinson, Circuit Court Judge; William Y. Gholson,
graduate of PrincetOn, lawyer, and later member of the Supreme Court of Ohio; Francis 1. Hawks, lawyer and
former Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church; John J. McCaughan, state representative; and John N. Waddel, first Professor of Ancient and Modern Languages of the University, and its second Chancellor (1865-1874).
These gentlemen at their first meeting on January IS, 1845 in Jackson procec:ded to appoint William Nichols
architect and let contracts for the construction of University buildings at Oxford on two half-sections of land
donated by James Srockard and John Martin. The cornerstone of the Lyceum, which was to house the classrooms, was laid on Ju ly 14, 1846, and by the time classes srartc:d the University physical plant also included two
three-story student dormitories, two three-story faculty residences, and a small Steward's Hall To these were
added a chapel in 1853, another dormitory and another steward's hall in 1857, an observatory in 1859, and a
small building in 1860 for the study of magnetism.
On dedication day, November 6, 1848, the University's faculey included such capable individuals as George F.
Holmes-later professor at the University of Virginia and author of numerous textbooks-President and Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy; Albert T. Bledsoe-West Point graduate, author, and founding editor
of the SOlithern Rn';ew-Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy; John Millington-Professor of Mathematics
ae the Royal Institution and original fellow of [he Astronomical Society of London-Professor of Natural Science; and John N. Waddel, Professor of Ancient and Modern Languages. Holmes was replaced after the first
year by A. B. Longstreet, judge, editor, and author of that classic of southwest humor, Georgia SrtneJ. When
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Bledsoe resigned in 1854, F. A. P. Barnard,later President of Columbia University (1864-1889), joined the
faculeyas Professor of Mathematics, Astronomy, and Civil Engineering. In 1856 Barnard become President of
the Faculty, and much of the University's early progress must be attributed to him. On his initiative an attempt
was made in the Legislature ro recoup some of the lost Seminary Fund which resulted in an appropriation of
one hundred thousand dollars, twenty-five thousand of which was released to Barnard's discretion by the Board
of Trustees. He used the money to construct an observatory to house the largest reflecting telescope of its day,
but the onset of war disrupted his plans. Ordered, but never delivered to Oxford, the reflecting telescope is now
housed at Northwestern University's Dearborn ObservatOry. Other scientific equipment purchased from the
appropriation by Barnard, however, came to Oxford, including a planetarium, a large electromagnet, a number
oflenscs, prisms, and mirrors, a Norrenberg Polariscope, various oil paintings illustrating the phenomena of light,
and a friction t}'pe e1ectrosraric madrine, all of which were intended to replicate the apparatus of the Ecole
Polyeechnique in Paris. one of the most advanced scientific educational facilities of its time.
The men who composed the classes of 1851 to 1861 do nOt seem to have been overly impressed with these
efforts on their behalf. Though their lives at the University were subject to extreme regimentation, the students
were by no stretch of the imagination easily managed. The school term usually began in November and ended
in July with little Christmas holiday break. On a typical day prayer began at sunrise, with daily attendance
expected. Scheduled study hours lasted from prayer until breakfast, from 8 a.m. until noon, from 3 until 6 p.m.,
and from sunset uneil the 9 p.m. curfew. Obligarory daily recications in each subject were heard by the individual
professors, and students nOt at recitation were expected to be in their rooms during study hours. As befits an
mstitution founded on Christian principles, the students' rooms were checked at least once a day, and the sale of
liquor and the operating of "ball alleys" within five miles of campus was prohibited oucrighc. A dim view of
youthful frivolities was taken by the board and the faculty; nevertheless, the students managed to get into-but
not always Out of-considerable mischief. A Mr. Molloy, for instance, in a particularly unfortunate display of
youthful high spirits, began throwing stOnes at President Longstreet, while at about the same time Messrs. John
Watkins, T. 1. Rogers, and). Moore were suspended by the faculty for drinking, blacking their faces, going to
Oxford, building a fence across a public road, and "acting riotiously otherwise."
The coming of the war brought an end to such innocent pleasures, and the University was forced to close its
doors, In February of 1861 Governor John). Pettus commissioned the University Greys under the command of
William B. Lowry. Almost to a man the students enlisted either in the Greys or in the company of Lamar Rifles
whi(h was formed in Oxford at the same time. Since only four students appeared on campus in the fall of 1861,
the trustees suspended operation and released the facuity, with the exception of Alexander). Quinche, Professor
of Latin and Modern Languages, who remained as caretaker and kept up a preparatory school of SOrts. Considering the perilous times, the University came through the war with only superficial damage. Used as a hospital
by both sides, it was vandalized once by a band of marauding Kansas Jayhawkers . The students, however, did
nOt fare as well. Fighting with Pickett at Gettysburg the Greys suffered a casualty rate of one hundred percent.
None of the survivors ever re-enrolled in the University, and when the members of the class of 1861 were
awarded diplomas in 1866 only onc of its number, Captain Francis A. Pope, made an appearance at the
ceremony.
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James Alexander Ventress was born near Clarksville.
Tennessee, in 1805. In 1809 his parents moved to a
plantation near Centerville, in Wilkinson County, where
his farher died shortly afterward. Educated first in (he
local schools and in New Ocleans, Ventress was sent to
Europe, where he spem nine years studying in England, Scotland (ar the University of Edinburgh), France
(at the Academie de Paris), and Germany. He was associated with the Ret'ut dtl Deux Mondtl, studied philosophy and science, and wrote several dramas.
He returned from Europe and was admitted to (he
bar in 18-11, but spent most of his time thereafrer
5(udying and managing his plantation, laGrange. A
smunch Democrat (though he was later to oppose
secession), he was a member of the House of Representatives in 1840 and was appointed Chairman of
Governor McNun's select committee on the Seminary
Fund. In this capacity in January and February of 1840
he guided the act which provided for a location for a
state university through the legislature. Seven possible
sites werc selcncd and examined, and on January 26,
1841, at a joint session of the legislature Oxford was
chosen over Mississippi City by a vore of fifty-eight to
fifty-seven. Ventress' name appears first in the list of
original crus tees appointed in tbe University Charter,
which was passed on February 24, 1844, and he served
with distinction until his death on June 26, 1867.
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Af ter matriculating at Durham Universiry in Our- mu
his
ham, England, George Frederick Holmes came to the anJ
United States in 1837. He had been Professor of Hissub
tOry and Political Economy at the College of William in I
and Mary prior to becoming in l848 the first President
of the Faculty and Professor of Mental and Moral Phi·
losophy at the University of .Mississippi. This was a poB
sition which at that time held special significance. The Alb,
University. not unlike Oxford and Cambridge, offered 183
a single classically oriented series of courses, often ern
called a closed curriculum, designed to instill mental inaq
discipline and form character. Students who enrolled in Chu
this syscem frequently became clergymen and invari- law
ably the greateSt single influence on [hem was the uni- [Q b
versity presidem who taught the courses in menw and at th
moral philosophy, and whose duty it was to codify (heir In
8Jma
moral education.
Presid ent Holmes, however, found his beliefs in· Ani.
compatible with his new position. An idealist, he be· the t
lieved in me honor system and refused to sanction the and
repressive discipline which was also a pan of the Eng. Holr
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lish system. His pious admonicions fell on deaf ears,
for the young Mississippians who made up the University's first class proved aJmon completely incraccable.
President Holmes decamped sometime in the spring of
1849 and recired to his wife's home in Virginia. He
spent most of the remainder of his career (he died November 4, 1897) as a professor of histOry and Literarure at the University of Virginia, where he became a
prolific essayist and a noted critic of nineteenth cenrury
civilization.
John Millington was born in Hammersmith, England, on May II, 1779. He attended Oxford University, studied law, and became associated with the roadbuilder McAdam as an engineer. The author of a study
on mechanics, the Bp;tome 0/ the Blementary Pn'nciple 0/
Mechanical Philosophy, and on engineering, Elements 0/
Chil Engineering, he left England for America in the
early 1830's. In 1835 he became a professor of chemistry, natural philosophy, and engineering at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia.
While at William and Mary he constructed the appararus required to illustrate his lectures. The existence of
the equipment and his willingness to move with it
probably were (he deciding factors in Millington's being
offered the Professorship of Chemistry and NaruraJ
Philosoph)' at the University of Mississippi in 1848.
Three years later in 1851 the University purchased
much of this apparatus. In 1853 Millingwn resigned
his Oxford posicion to accept the Chair of Chemistry
and Toxicolol.'Y at (he Memphis Medical College. He
subsequently retired to laGrange, Tennessee, and dicd
in Richmond, Virginia, on July to, 1868.
Born in Frankfort, Kentucky, on November 9, 1809.
Albert Taylor Bledsoe graduated from West Point in
1830, studied law, taught mathematics at several western colleges. matriculated at Kenyon Theological Seminary, and was ordained in the Protestant Episcopal
Church in 1835. Berween 1838 and 1848 he practiced
law in Springfield, Missouri, and Washington, leaving
to become Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy
at the University of Mississippi.
In March of 1849 when Holmes returned to Virginia, Bledsoe, who was second in seniority, became
Acting President of the Faculty for the remainder of
the term. In an apparent attempt to restore order, he
and the rest of the faculty expelled five studenrsHolmes had merely admonished them-suspended

It.fbwt
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four, and allowed eight to withdraw voluntarily. BledsOt! [aught at the University until 1854, when he resigned to become Professor of Mathematics at the
University of Virginia. His mathematics textbook , The
Philosophy 0/ Mathematirs; With SPecial Re/trmrtS 10 the
l!.lffl'ltflts 0/ GtfJmelry and the lnfin;ttsimal Melhod, was a
respected authority in its rime. Bledsoe was also the
author of a theodicy, but he is perhaps beSt known (or
his Is Datis a Trailo",; Or; Wa.r Sece.r.rion a Constt'lulional
Right Prel..ious to the War 0/ I 861, which was begun during the war at Davis' request to justify the Confederate
legal position. After the war Bledsoe spent his declining years in St. Louis editing the SOllthern Review, a
quarterly patterned after the Edinburgh RNI;ew and the
undon Quarterly; he died in Alexandria, Virginia, on
December 8, 1877.

Jacob Thompson, born in Leesburg, North Carotina,
on May 15, l810, received his A.B. from che University of North Carolina in 1831, read law in Greensboro, and was admitted to the bar in 1835. He removed
with his brother, Young, first to Pontotoc, Mississippi,
then to Oxford, where, a life-long Democrat, he quickly
rose to political prominence, serving as a Reprcscmative to Congress from 1839 until 1851. Thompson became Secretary of the Imerior under Buchanan (
1861 ), and served in various administrative and line
capacities in the Confederate Army during the Civil
War. Afterward he spent severaJ years in exile, h.,;n,. '
been perfunctOrily accused of conspiring in L;,o,,)ln',
assassination, before retiring comfortably to Mcmphis
where he died on March 24, 1885.
Appointed a member of the original Board of
ees in 1844, Thompson served as that body's ,e,:arld
President from 1852 until 1856. Always an
Southerner, in his speech at the formal opening of
University (Right) he dcscribed the impetus for its
tablishment as the need to educate Southern youch
Southern institutions, institutions whkh would be
attuned co Southern ideals (i.e. slavery) than were
colleges and universities of the Norch.

jJroIJ ThtJmpJon
(Court~'y

of Mr. and M.,. Hugh M. Goforth)
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AUlIIIESS OF TilE liON. ,L\UlIII TIIOlWS()N.
G "NTLE:.IEN: This day forms an era in the history of
village and our community, it opens up new prospect~ to the
State and gives a new direction to the feelings and calculations of
our people, We here begin a great work, hoping ere long to reap
a harvest of rich fruit, which shall be manifested to us in an improved state of society, in a diffusion of useful knowledge, in an elevated and refined condition of public feeling, in an enlargement of
moral, mental and religious cultivation. On behalf of the Trustees
of this University, we thank you for the interest evinced by you in
honoring us with your presence. As a Board of 'l'rustees who have
had an important and delicate trust confided to us by onr cherished
and beloved sovereign, the State of Mississippi, we have performed
our duty to the best of our ability. We have endeavored so to expend the money which has been placed in our hands, and 50 to exercise the power which has been devolved npon us, as to command
public approbation and support. We have sought in no case to
serve ourselves or to show partiality and favoritism to our immediate
fhends and neighbors; but we have ever kept in mind that we ure the
agents of the whole people of the whole State-and, as far as in us
lies, we have acted in all things with impartiality and justice, with a
determination to erect a college worthy of the State, and to found an
institution which should prove the pride and bulwark of our tellowcitizens. We have acted independently of patty dictation or religious bias. We have ovel'iookcd altogether the diyisions of our people into sects and societies and regarded them only as christians,
seeking alone the inculcation and establishment of those eternal
truths which were taught by him" who spake as never man spake."
In the name of the trustees, I come forward to dedicate our work to
the cause of education; these splendid edifices hal'e been erectcd on
this beautiful eminence for the accommodation of the student~ and
the faculty. We think we may venture to hope, that every Mississippian will feel a thrill of pride and of pleasure when he beholds t~em,
and reflects that they arc the property of the people of the State;
we deem them worthy of our honored commonwealth, worthy of the
great purpose for which they were intended, worthy of the architect,
who planned, and the workmen who executed them, and reflecting
no discredit upon the taste of thn trustee,.
LA om. AND

OUl'
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The Road to Oxford

Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, born in Augusta,
Georgia, on Sept~mber 22, 1790, attended Moses
WaddeJ's Academy with John C. Calhoun and followed
Calhoun to Yale. After graduating in lS13, he studied
law in Litchfield, Connecticut. Longstreet returned (0
Georgia as a lawyer in 1814 and in 1822 became a
judge in the Georgia superior court. At the suggestion
of Calhoun he established in Augusta in 1834 the States
RighlJ Sentinel (to 1836) in which he first published
some of the sketches which were later collected and
published anonymously in IS35 as Georgia Scenes:
Characters, IncitimlJ. etc. ;'1 the First Half Cemury 0/ the
Republic. These ske[(hes, which chronicle the manners
and morals of Georgia folk, are seminal in American
literary history for inaugurating in the South the trarucion of southwest humor which nurtured Johnson jones
Hooper and joseph Glover Bladwin, and which culminated In Mark Twam.
In 1838 Longstreet became a Methodist minister,
and from 1839 until IS48 he served as President of
Emory College, a newly founded Methodist seminary.
He became the second President of the Faculty of thc
University of Mississippi in 1849 and quickly established order among the still rowdy studentS. Loogscrcer, however, soon came ;0[0 conflict with {he Board
of Trustees over the "true rclation" which (hey susrained (0 each other. The board had retained most of
the administrative power, and Longstreet apparently
doubted the ability of any president to run the school
effeccivdy under such conditions. The disagreement
came to a head in the summer of 1855 when (he truStees insisted on Longstreet's formally explaining his absence from Oxford durmg part of the previous term.
He responded by suggesting that the rule necessitating
such reporting be abolished and the next summer reiterated his suggestion in a report which also contained
his resignation. Longstreet subsequently became President of the University of South Carolind (to IS60), and
in 1865 retired to Oxford where he died on July 9,
1870.
Frederick Augusrus Poffer Barnard was born in
Sheffield, Massachusetts, on May S, 1S09. He gradu·
ated second in his class at Yale in I82S, bur shordy
afcerward experienced a hearing loss which rendered
an Intended legal career Impossible and sem him back
to Yale as a tutor of mathematics. In 1838 he came to
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the University of Alabama, first as Professor of Matht=-

s

maries and Naruml Philosophy. and later as Professor
of Chemistry and Natural HislOCY. Irked at the adoprion, over his and Q[her faculty protest, in 1854 by the
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A labama Board of T rustces of the Virginia curriculum

plan, which allowed students unlimited freedom in
choosing courses, Barnard decided to leave Tuscaloosa
and accept the Professorship of Mathematics, Civil En-

gineering and Astronomy at the University of Mississippi. He served in that capacity from l854 until 1856
when he was elected the third President of the Faculty.
As President and then, in 1859, as Chancellor, Barnard guided the University with tremendous energy.

He dreamed not so much of developing the University
afeer its namesake in Oxford, England, as he did of
making ie a kind of Heidelberg after the pattern of the
German universities he admired, and his acts as University head were dire((ed toward (hat end. His memorials co che legislacure succeeded in securing funds, but
chac was only part of the battle; Barnard had also to
convince the Board of Trustees that basic changes in
[he organization and method of operation of the University were m order. He wanted to establish fWO separate programs of inscrucnon, one three-year classical
course leadi ng (0 a B.A. and designed to instill mental
discipline, and onc fWo-year course leading {O an M. A .
and emphasizing the accumulation of pure and practical knowledge of the physical scicnces. The B. A. program was co be taught by recitation as before, but
Barnard proposed that the Socratic method be used in
the advanced program along with lectures and laboratOry ext:!rcises.
The board approved his complete program in 1858,
but Barnard was never able co pur it into effect, thuugh
he did establish separate departments for physics,
chemIstry, and mathematics. The war is frequently said
to have prevented implementation of his plan and SCnt
Barnard north, and (0 an extent this is correct. However, even before the war, frustrated increasingly by his
dealings with the legislature and the board and the obJCCt of political and personal criticism, Barnard had
given up on his Mississippi plan and begun looking for
anothcr position. He subsequently became President
of Columbia Collegc (1864- 1889), which had JUSt instituted the kind of program he advocated, and chere
he was able to build the university of his dreams.

II

F. A. P Barnard

On July 17, 185 I, at the end of the third s(!ssion (he
Board ofTrus(ces of the: University granted degrees ro
the fifteen members of the nrst graduating class. This
diploma was at mat time presented to James Jones
Quarles of Montrose, who took first honors in the class
and gave the valedictory address. During the war
Quarles' home near ColJege Hill was looted and the
diploma tak en. In the late 1920's one James Dooley
advertised in a Chicago paper for the rerum of certain
articles of his which had been taken in the vicinity of
Oxford by Grant"s trOOps. He was contacted by a former Union soldi~r who offered to return to Quarles '
heirs a diploma which he claimed to have found the
morning after a storm scattered the contents of his
company's camp. This eventually was done and the di·
ploma was placed in the University Archives by the
Quarles family.
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Lucius Quintus Cincinnatus Lamar, the nephew of
Mirabeau B. Lamar-second President of the Republic
of Texas-and son·in·law of A. B. Longstreet, was
born in Putnam County, Georgia, on September 17,
1825, and died on January 23. 1893. He graduated
from Emory College. headed at the rime by Longstreet.
in 1845, was admitted to the bar in 184 7, and followed
Longstreet to the University of Mississippi in 1849 to
teach mathematics 0850-1852). A Democrat, he became a protege of Jacob Thompson and Jefferson Da·
vis and served in the House of Representatives, where
he was one of the most outspoken Southern advocates,
from 185""7 until 1860, when he returned to become
Professor of Metaphysics and Ethics at the University.
With his law partner, C. H. MOH, Lamar organize:!d
the 19th Mississippi Regim~nt, and in 1862 was ap·
pointed Commissioner co Russia by Davis. At (he war's
end he returned to the University once more as Professor of Ethics and Metaphysics; then in 1867 he became:! Profe:!ssor of Government Science and Law, Lamar
reSigned in protest in 1870 when the legislature reconstructed the Board of Trustees and entered me period
in his life for which he is best known. He became the
champion of sectional reconciliation and, as such. the
leader of the Democratic resurgence in the South. He
was elencd Mississippi's first Democratic congressman
since Reconstruction in 1872, and in l8 73 delivered

L Q. C. L."twr
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his conciliatory eulogy on Charles Sumner. In 1884 he
became the first posc-Recbnsrruction Southern Democratic cabinet member when Cleveland appointed him
Secretary of the Interior, and in 1888 he became, over
staunch opposition, the first Southern Democratic Jusrice of the Supreme Coun.
Edward Carlisle Boynton was born on February 1,
1824, in Windsor, Vermont. Mter graduating from West
Point in 1846 in the class of McClellan and Stonewall
Jackson, Lieutenant Boymon went directly to Mexico
to serve with General Zachary Taylor. At the close of
hostilities he returned to West Poim to teach science
courses. He would have preferred to remain there as
full professor of chemistry bur the posicion was denied
him, for which Boynton blamed the supposed personal
t:nmity of Jefferson Davis, then Secretary of War.
Resigning his commission, Boymon in 1856 accepted an offer ro come to Oxford to become Professor of Chemistry, Mineralogy, and Geology at the
University. An individualist, he was a colorful addition
to the faculty although perhaps nOt a popular one. He
supported Barnard's attempt co make science supreme
at the University as well as unimentionally leaving
through his avocarional photographic efforts a lasting
visual record of the antebellum University. Bm, unlike
his fellow Yankee, Barnard, Bayman's sentiments at
the outbreak of {he Civil War were decidedly with the
Northern cause. In September, 1861, the rrusrccs were
forced to dismiss him for "evincing a want of attachment to the government of the Confederate states,"
but not before receiving his pledge that he would nOt
serve in the field against the Confederacy. A man of his
word, Boynton remained at West Point throughout the
war serving as adjutant and quartermastcr. During this
pt:riod his intcrests turned from scientific inquiry to
historical research, and resulted in various West Point
institutional hisrories and a comprehensive collection
of George WashingtOn's army orders. Boynton returned to civilian life in 1872 as superintendent of rhe
water-works in Neuherg. New York, bur even with
tranquility restored never rerumed to Oxford to reclaim his cache of photographic negatives. He died on
May 13. 1893.
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llbow Lt/t: The Lyceum-a three-story
brick structure containing leccure rooms,
a chemistry laborarory, and the libraryand me other original buildings-the rwo
dormitories Ranking it, the twO professors' residences, and the small Steward's
Hall-were completed in 1848 at a COSt
of approximately fifty thousand dollars,
abovt Right: The original &eward's Hall-

later used as a professor's residcncewas first occupied by Albert G, Ellis,
who was authorized to charge eight dollars per month for board,

Transcription

0/ letter
University Sept 6 1861

I leave chIS box of Photograph negatives.
on the cop of the Souch East Show Case
in the Chern Laboratory,
I hope It will be rcspened, as I design
to return, or send to Oxford [0 reclaim
my other effects and this box, when
tranquillity is restored,

E. C.

Boynton

Prof of Chern ecc
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opposilt Pagt: The belle of this exquisite
Boynron photOgraph has nOt been identified The strong likelihood exists, however, that the formally dressed young
girl may well be Boymon's daughlCr.
Right: This improbable Indian ~rbed in
eclectic dress is probably the photographer's wife, Mary Hubbard Boynton.

&lou':TIle Chapc~ now known as the Y
Building. is a three-nory brick structure
built in 18S3 at a cost of S9,750, One
hundred eiglu feet long and farly-eight
feet wide, it was originally imended to
bt> a dormitOry, but during construction
the trustees decided to turn it imo a
"large commodious hall, suited for daily
assembly of the studcms and for Commencement," as well as quarters, on the
third floor, for the two Iitl!rary societies.
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In 1851, five years before Professor Boynton arrived in Oxford, a seminal development in photographic technology. the wet-collodion process, had been intrrxluced by the English sculpwr Frederick SCOtt Archer. The process
was somewhat cumbersome and tedious, requiring the photographer co sensitize an individual glass plate negacive
with a solution of nitrocellulose in alcohol and ether (collcxlion) immediately before exposing it, and then while the
plate remained damp, devdoping, fixing, washing, and drymg it in no more than an hour. Despite this demanding
procedure and the necessity of having a darkroom of SOrts always to hand, (he wet-plate collodion process represented a signal advance over the daguerreotype and calcorype prOLesses. Employed with carc, this process produced images of remarkable sharpness and fine grain and allowed for the production of multiple positive paper
prints (COntaCts). For the next twenty-five years the process was dominant throughout the world and was used
notably by Matthew Brady in his visual chronicles of the Civil War.
Boynton's interest in photography was not simply a hobbyist'S enchantment. He foresaw a great functional utility
in me infant technology and later would write on "phocography as applied to milieary purposes." In recent years
those fragile glass plate negatives of the period which have survived have become increasingly recognized as
primary historical sources of the first order. Without the happy coincidence of Boynton's presence and (he serendipity of prescrvation thcse antebellum University scenes of people, places, and things may well have been lost to
us forever.
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In 1851, five years before Professor Boynton arrived in Oxford. a seminal development in photographic tech·
nology. the wCH:ollodion process, had been intrrxluced by the English sculpwr Fredt!rick Scon Archt!r. The process
was somewhat cumbersome and tedious, requiring the photographer to sensitize an individual glass plate negative
with a solution of nitrocellulose in alcohol and ether (collodion) immediately before exposing it, and then whilt! (he
plate remained damp, devtioping, fix.ing, washing. and drYing It in no more than an hour. Despite this demanding
procedure and (he necessity of having a darkroom of sorts always to hand, (he wet·plate collodion process repre·
semed a signal advance over the daguerreotype and calcorype prou::sscs. Employed with care, this process pro-duced images of remarkable sharpness and fine grain and allowed for the production of multiple positive paper
prints (contacts). For the next twenty-five years chI;! process was dominant throughout the world and was used
notably by Matthew Brady in his visual chronicles of the Civil War.
Boynton's interest in photography was not simply a hobbyis(s enchantment. He foresaw a great functional utility
in me infant technology and later would write on "photography as applied to military purposes." In recent years
those fragile glass plate negatives of the period which have survived have become increasingly recognized as
primary historical sources of the first order. Without the happy coincidence of Boynton's presence and (he serl;!n·
ropity of preservation these antebellum University scenes of people, places. and things may well have been lost to
us forever.
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The arguments in progress are, of course, staged, but disagreements berwcen students at this rime were so
common chac the pious Albert Taylor Bledsoe was led at the first Commencement to address the student body on
the natural depravity of man. Five shooting frays occurred between 1848 and 1861, the worst on February 22; of
186 L in Oxford after a public ball. Fearn Watkins of Jackson and George Joseph Miller of Hinds County had both
wished to dance the second SCt with the same young lady. She chose Watkins and Miller tOok offense. He waited
on the square and pushed the quarrel; he was shot several times for his trouble and expelled four days lacer.
Watkins escaped uninjured, but was forced co withdraw co prevent reprisals. The faculty tried on October 6, 1857,
and March I I, 1861, to enforce the ban on student weapons, bue with little success.
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Pcrhaps student leners home have varied linle in content over the years, nonetheless, these excerpts from
letters sent to his relatives by Jeremiah Gage offer a fascinating glimpse into the everyday Life of an antebellum
student.
The boys gave a party here called "hard times"-the boys dressed In their coarsest, plainest clothes. and the ladies in their
every day calicoes-They had such a fine time of it-danced until one a clock. There was a storm pany at rhe '· Inrensity,"
or in language plainer to yuu, Union Female College, on the 18th. The boys arc allowed co sec them only during rhe
Christmas holiday's, and you may depend upon it rhey are making good use of that time. About eight were down ro see rhe
"Intensity·' laSt night, and more than as many more are going IOmorrow night. I have a notlol1 of going; what do you think of
it ? I saw Miss Anderson at rhe parry, but did not get acquainted with her.
(jeremiah Gage 10 Mary M. Gage
Oxford. Min. Dtt. 21.1857.)

· .. All think, Sister, and doubtlcss you do, that a college life is a pleasanr one. Not so. It rakes me all rhe time ro prepare
my recimoons. I have not even time to go to the office-have not been there but three rimes during the past four weeks,
besides I have no desire to go. My srudies Ilt this rime are Livy (Larin) Demosthenes de Corona (Greek) Perkins Geometry
and Blairs Rhecoric University Edition. I have to attend prayers every morning at sunrises-and immediately after attend
recitation. It rakes me from six a elk P.M. uncil tcn or eleven at night to get my morning lesson. This you know is more
studying than I have been in the habit of doing. But it comes natum [Q me now and I take a delight in it. ...
(jenmiah Gagt 10 Mary M. Gage
Oxford. Mis; .. Not,. 3, 1857.)

· .. You ask, how am 1 pleased with my boarding. 1 do not like to complain, bur could not do it justice without so doing. I
must pronounce the fare poor, poor indeed, for 12 doUars per month. And if there was any other possible chance, without
loosing tOO much rime from my srudies, 1 v.uuld not board where I do.
(jeremiah Gage to Mary M. Gage
Oxford, MiJJ. 0(/. 6, 1857.)

· .. I have paid my ruition S65.00: one months board at Mrs. Barrs S12.00; State & RR fare to.oo; bought cocoa dippers
.50 CtS; postage stamps .50 CtS; lener paper 1.00; envelopes 20 CtS & the remainder of about S 14.00, I have left lO buy my
books as far as it wiU go. College has upened under very favorable circumstances, & it is thought our number will be much
larger than last term. About 75 new students have registered to day, ,.& still they come:· Thc town of Oxford has improved
wonderfully & really appears City-like. Of course I have assumed my Senior dignity, & rhe greene Freshmen look up to me
as though i was !WHIt pumpkin. ...
(jeremiah Gage fo Mathtu' Gage
Oxford, MiJJ. Ort. 3, 1859,)
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AJxnt: The class of 1861. The man on
the far right is apparently seared on the
corner of (he Lyceum ; in [he background arc one of the professors' residences (left) and one of the student
dormitories ( r~ht ).
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RighI: Jeremiah Gage as a studem.
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top Left: Detail of me new Steward's
Hall.
boUfml Left: The new Stt!war<fs Hall was
erected In 1857 when the first boarding
hall proved inadequate; board here
ranged from [en to twelve dollars per
month.

Right: The Gymnasium was a roofed lattice-work structure sixty feet long and
thirty-six feet wide;. it was built by University employees in 1859 to protect
the physical education equipment bt:longing to the University.

bottom Right: Detail of the Gymnasium;
the implement in use is apparently a
giant-srride.
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A comparison of President Barnard·s inventory of
the physics appararus with the items listed in the official
text of the Ecole Poly technique, Trail; rk Physiqlle,
suggests that he did indeed sec out to duplicate their
equipment. He intended, however, nOt juSt to bring
the University's apparatus up to the highest existing
standards but to surpass those standards. For this rca~
son he was careful to specify to Alvin Clark and Sons
that the telescope, the collection·s largest and most expensive piece of equipment, bt: four inches larger than
the fifteen-inch telescope at Harvard. The instrument,
of course, was never delivered because of the war. h
was purchased in 1863 by the Chic3J:,'U Astronomical
Society and in 1887 was given in trust to Nonhwestern
University and installed in their new Dearborn Observatory in \889. Had it been delivered, and perhaps
even in its absence, the trustees of the University, with
Barnard as professor and with the most advanced instruments of the time. could claim it to be the foremost
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institution in America, and one of the foremost in the
\\'Odd, in the study of physics and ascronomy. then sciences taught with proper equipment at only a handful
of American schools.
Barnard, himstdf, designed the Observatory-which
was probably intended to stand as a monument co his
efforts and the University·s scientific progress-tO
house the telescope and the physics instruments. The
building, as it was originally completed in 1859, was
constructed m the shape of an H. with the legs of the
H fating true north and south, a large central dome in
the middle, and smaller domes on each wing intended
for a comet-seeker and a smaller tclcscope. The east
wing served as a residence for the professor of ph ysics
and astronomy lind was briefly used as such by Barnard
(it became the home of all Chancellors of [he University until 1971), while the west and middle sections
provided space [or classrooms and laboratOries.

Top: the sum of eight hundred dollars
was paid to Milton Barlow on November 2'),18')7], cleven fl.'Ct in diametera piece of mechanism unrivalled in ingenuity, accuracy, and elegance....
. . . Also a large theodolite by Secretan, with complete vertical as well as
hOrIZontal Circle. will serve as a model in
explaining the construction of the astronomical altitude and asimurh, and
equatOrial tcJescope.
Ctnltr: "The final subject in the course
of Natural Philosophy will be Optics, in
which the laws governing the reflection
oflight, the formation of images by mirrors and lenses, the dispension of light
by refraction, ... will successively receive :mention ... .
For the experimental illustration of
these subjectS, the department is provided with a rich collection of apparatus,
In which are to be found mounted mirrors and lenses of large size and of all
kinds, including ... solid prisms of
various matcrial~ and forms, achromatic
prisms, hollow prisms, and prisms of
variable angle.
"
bot/om: 'the course of Astronomy will
commence hereafter, if possible, in the
laner part of the Junior year, and rhe
subject will be taught in pan by lecrure
and in part from a text book .... The
principle topics then treated of will be
the figure and dimensions of the earth,
the doctrine of (he sphere, parallax,
atmospheric refraction, orne and the
modes of determining it, the conStruction and use of astronomical instruments, the rclation of the earth to the
solar system, the earth's annual motion,
the changes of the season, the sun, the
several primary planets in their order,
their telescopic appearances. their motions and the form and magnitude of
their orbits, the satellites and the doctrines of eclipses, the tides, and the lunar
method of dererming (he longitude....
For the illustration of the different
topics in this science. the University has
already secured considerable advantages
which will be available early as the opening of the ensuing session. The celestial
motions are beautifully n:prc..>sented by
Barlow's magnificent plan(;tariwn.

Catalog of Ibt UlIir,"lit) of !U;ss;JSipp":
Ttnth Session: 1857-'8, pp. 4')-46.
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From the ·'Oia,.)'" of D,mcan McCollum ' Wedflmiay,ja1Jlta'19. 1861: "StmSiOfl Day."
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"Wednesday"" Mer Moore at 9 A.M. Harrison at 12.
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G lorious Jay fpr

~iississippi, seceded ar 3 P.M. ro-clay.

News came ac sundowtr.'\Grear dem.
onstration at coLlcg'e anti (awn illumi.
hated. A salute fired. Boys parade a
rorchlight procession went to town anp
was Joined by ciri.!cns. Several speeches.
Fire balls on campus. Mrs. Lamar illu.
minarcd her dwelling. Immense excitememo Much music. Rain. Turns co .
Mud deep. Buy a pencil at [en ce
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The studcnts of the University followed the example
of the citizens of Oxford, who on December I, 1860,
began organizing an infamry company known as the
Lamar Rifles. by later the same month orgamZlOg a
company of their own. William B. Lowrey was electeJ
Captatn, and after repeated applications was commissioned by Governor Pctrus on February 7, 1861. TI1C

r

William Handy, private, enlisted in
the University Greys on June I, 1862.
at Harper's Ferry; no larcr records CXiSL

CalvlO B. McCalebb. First Lieutenant
of rhe Corps, enlisted In the Universitr
Greys on April 26. 1861; he reSigned
hIS commission on December 9 ()f the
same yc,u.

HenJerson M. jacowa}', corporal and
later sergeant, enlisted in rhe Universitr
Greys on April 26, 1861. in Oxford; he
wa.s discharged by rhe Secretary of War
on Januarr 9,1862.
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company was formally organized on February 22, 1861,
with Lowrey as Captain, CaJvin B. McCaJebb as First
Lieutenant, and Levin M. Bisland as Second Licutcnanc.
To Chancellor Barnard and the faculty Lowrey and
[he Greys presented something of a disciplinary problem. Never easily handled, the srudents began hunting
on campus with the military issue muskets instead of
3ncnding class. and Lowrey, who obviously owed more
allegiance to the Confederate army than (0 the University, proved intractable. When he was finally removed
from the roll for missing reciration and ignoring assignments, and (hreatened with expulsion if he did not
leave Oxford, he pointed our that a captain's place was
with his crops and refused (0 leave. The faculty finally
acquiesced, but not before Barnard circulated a letter
to the parents of such Grcys as were still minors advis·
ing them of the situation and asking for either permis·
sion for their sons to enlist or for the power (0 have
them removed.
The company was mustered in on April 26, 1861,
and on May firS{ left Oxford by train with the Lamar
RiRes for Corinth, where on May 4,1861, they became
Company A of (he Eleventh MississippI Regiment un-

der the command of Colonel William H. Moore. Thirtyseven former students and forty-two nonsrudents composed (he company at this rime, a tOtal of seventy-nine
men. With replacemems, 136 men in all were carried
on the rolls during the course of the war. Of these,
twenty-four were killed in acrion, four died of wounds,
eleven were permanently disabled, and only twentyfour who saw action were not wounded at least once.
Lowrey, for instance, was hit by a musket ball at Seven
Pines which wok off his left cheek and the fleshy part
of his nosc. Later he suffered the loss of an arm, which
rendered him hors de combat and forced his resignation.
The Greys fought in numerous barries, including First
Manassas-where five rel-ruiar soldiers and Lt. Bisland
were kjlled-Gaines' Mill, Second Manassas, Sharpsburg, Gettysburg-where fourteen of the remaining
thirty-one were killed and the rest wounded, bue where
the Greys advanced to a poiD[ some forty-seven feet
beyond thac reached by Pickett's charge-the Battle of
the Wilderness, and Petersburg. When the company
was finally surrounded and disbanded at Hatcher's Run
in June 1865, on I}' twO men, Meshack Franklin and JJ
King, were left who haJ been present at irs founding.

William T. Etheridge, privare. enlisted
in Ihe University Greys on April 26,
1861. in Oxford; he was wounded at
Manassas on August 30. 1862, and ((.'tired to the invalid corps on April II.
1864.

ThOCIla.'i

F. McKie. private, enlisted in

the University Greys on March I, 1862.
at Springdale, Mississippi; he died on
July 4, 1863, of v.1)unds received al Get-

tysburg.
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jeremiah Gage of Richland, Holmes Counry, Mississippi, emered {he University in l85 7, graduated in the
class of 1860, and received a law degree in 1861.
Gage's letters written from Oxford~excerpts of which
appear elsewhere in this cataJogue-chronicle the
everyday patterns of student life at the antebellum
University. On April 26, 1861, at age 21, Gage enlisted as a member of the University Greys. He saw
action at First Manassas and Seven Pines, and
was wounded severely at Gaines' Mill. At Gettysburg
Gage was among the first to faJJ on the afternoon of

July 3. 1863. Before he sucrumbed to his mortal
wounds, he was able ro write a poignanr finaJ lener (0
his mother (opposite). Years later the surgeon who had
anended him at Gettysburg apotheosized Gage's death
as surpassing "in tenderness of love, in philosophicaJ
resignation, in courage and willing sacrifice of self even
that of Socrates." The Gage leuers and photograph are
here reproduced with the generous permission of Jere
Gage's great-great-niece, Mrs. William H. Roberson
(Gage McLendon) of Greenwood, Mississippi.
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Genysburg Penn.

July 3rd
My dear Mother
This is the last you may ever hear from me. I have time [Q cell you thut I died like a man. Bear my Joss as
beSt you can. Remember {hat I am true to my country and my greatest regrCt at dying is that she is noc free
and that you and my sisters are robbed of my worth whatever [hat may be. I hope this will reach you and
you must not regr<:t that my body can not be obtained. It is a mere maHer of form anyhow.
This is for my sisters tOO as I can not write more. Send my dying release to Miss Mary ... you know who.

J. S. GAGE
Co. A, 11 th Miss.
Mrs. P. W. Gage
Richland,
Holmes County,

Miss.
(This icncr is stained with my blood.)
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The University became a Confederate hospital after
the battie of Shiloh on June sixth and seventh, 1862.
when some fifteen hundred of the eighty-five hundred
Confederate wounded were sent from Corinth. Dr.
Thomas Dudley Isom (11ft) was pressed into service
as post surgeon. He was one of the oldest and most
respected citizens of Oxford, having run a trading
POSt in the vicinity before the town was organized.
He was assisted by Drs. Gillespie. Chandler, Phipps,
Stover, Brown, King, and Buffington. The ladies
of Oxford brought food and served as nurses, and
medical supplies were obtained from King's drug storf;!
on the square. The Chapel was used as the main hospital, the Lyceum as the dispensary, and the original
Steward's Hall as the mess. The dormitOries were fitted
up with COts for the convalescents, until both patients
and surgeons were evacuated to Gn:nada in late November in the face of Grant's advance. The van of
Grant's army emered Oxford early in December and
scayed approximately three weeks. For the duration of
rhe occupation the University became a Federal hospital. When Grant, outflanked, was forced to retreat to
Memphis, Nathan Bedford Forrest immediately moved
his wounded back in. At this rime there was no pOSt
surgeon and soon few supplies. since the drug Store
along with the rest of the square, was burned by General A. J. Smith in August of 1864.

opposiu Page: The Magnetic Observatory was asmall, one
story, lead-lined brick structure built in 1860 for me
study of terrestrial magnetism and meteorology in cooperation with the American Coast Survey. After its
use as a morgue during the war the structure became
known popularly as the Dead House. Seven hundred
soldiers from both sides are estimated to have been
cared for here before being transported across campus
to the ccm~tery and buried in marked trenches.
Ot'erka!: The stained glass window in the lobby of the
University'S first library-now known as (he Old Geology Building-was donated by the members of rhe
Delta Gamma social club of the Hays-Miller girls
boarding school and the Alumni Association of the
University in 1889 in memory of the University Greys.
The dedicaoon reads: "Cum pielale alumllorum: In honor
of those who, with ardent valor and patriotic devotion
in the Civil War, sacrificed their lives in defense of
principles inherited from their fathers and strengthened by rhe teachings of their Alma Mater, this memorialls lovingly dedicated."

(Coune$Y of Mr. Jack Cofield)
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The Reopening: 1865-1886

B ecause the former faculrr and srudenrs were scattered, and because post-bellum social concUcions were
vasrly different from those of pre-war times, the reopening of (he University in October of 1865 was much like
a new beginning. The members of the Boaro of Trustees who responded to provisional Governor William L.
Sharkey'S proclamation and met in Oxford on July 31 rcali:ted theif good fortune in having an essentially undamaged physical plant and the necessary funds to reopen. They were dc:tcrmincd to maximize the limited resources
available to them, and [herein lies the central pOint of the entire period: the University was throughout {his era
plagued by financial difficulties which made impractical the hopes of an earlier rime. Mississippi's economy had
been disabled by the war, litde money was available for higher c:ducation, and few srudents could afford to
attend. Relutrantly, the trustees were forced nOt only to abandon their dreams of establishing a center of learning
in MissiSSIPPI to nval the best .European universities but to make numerous cutbacks, including cutbacks in
professors' salaries, in order to keep the University open.
Despite reduced arCUffiSram:es the faculty dunn,!?; [hiS period remained surprisingly stable. John N Waddel,
an original member of (he boaed and Professor of Ancient Languages from 1848 until 185 7 , was elected Chancellor to 1865. The other members of the faculty at the reopenmg included John). Wheat, Professor of Greek
Lan~'Uage and HistOry of Ancient Literarure; General Claudius W. Sears, Professor of Mathematics: and Alexander J. Quinche, Professor of Latin and Modern Languages. To these were added after the beginning of the
term Stanford G. Burney, Professor of Enghsh Li[erarure; General Francis A. Shoup, Proft!ssor of Physics,
Astronomy, and Civil Engineering; and Dr. Eugene W. Hilgard, Provisional Professor of Chemistr}" Geology,
and .M.ineralogy. A Professor of Analytical Ph}'sics and Astronomy, Landon C. Garland, and a Professor of
Governmental Science, L. Q. C. Lamar, were added m 1867. Wheat, Sears, and Quinche served rhroughtou[ ehe
period, but Waddel resigned in 1874 and was replaced by former Confederate General Alexander P. Srewart.
Administratively, the most noteworthy chang!:! in the period. and mdeeJ in the entire history of the Univ!:!rsity,
was !lIt:! transition from a closed college curriculum to a university system. Traditionally. American colleges were
patterned after English ones. They offered a single classically oriented series of courses, the environment was
insular, as symboli:ted by the quadrangle, reaching ,",'as done entirely by recitation, and students werc generally
expecred to become clergymen. In America (he capstone of this program was usually a senior course on mental
and moral philosophy designed to complete the charaner building emphasized in the earlier courses. Invariably,
thc course was raughr by the president of the college, whose mam function appears ro have been to sec a pious
example for his charges. The German university moclel. on thc orher hand, allowed the student considerably
more freedom-he could choose between an}' number of courses in any number of schools, and his conduct
out of class was his own affair-and because it proved more compatible with the rising democratic and prJ.gmatic
spirit m American education, it began to replace the closed cUfficulum. Most evident at Cornell, which in 1869
escablished the principle of equality of studies and free election, and atJohns Hopkins, which in 1876 established
the coumry's first real graduate school, (he university movement by 1880 had changed the face of American
education.
F. A. P. Barnard as a member of the faculry of (he Umvt:rslty of Alabama had resisted such changes but as
Chancellor of the University of !\{ississippi hc reconsidered and effected changes dunng his term in office
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intended to imp lement a modjfied university system. The war, of course, intervened. Not unri1 October 8, 1866,
when in a faculty meeting General Francis A. Shoup recommended a comm.iuce be formed to study -the possibility of reforming the curriculum, did the issue arise again. A commiuee composed of Professors Shoup, Burney, and Hilgard duly S(;!nt a communication to the board which recommended that the closed college system be
maintained, but chac individual faculty members be authorized to conduct special classes in civil engineering,
chemisrry, and modern languages for interested students. No further official action, however, was caken until
Chancellor Waddel in his annual report of 1869 asked the trustees' leave to undertake a study tour of other
universities' curricula. Under the board's auspices he visited that summer the University of Georgia, Harvard,
the Massachusetcs InstiNte of Technology, Amherst, Yale, Princeron, the University of me City of New York,
Brown, and the University of Michigan. He rerurned with a plan of inS[fl.lccion modeled after those of Harvard
and of the University of Michigan and resembling the scheme advocated by Barnard earlier. In substance Waddel's plan was adopted by the Board of Trustees on October 26, 1870, and put into effect in the fall of 1871.
Their n:solution divided the University into a Preparatory Department, a Department of Science, ucerarure,
and Arts, and a Department of Professional Education. In the Deparrment of Science, Literature, and Arts four
parallel courses were offered, each with a different curriculum and leading to either a Bachelor of Arts, a Bachelor of Philosophy, or a Civil Engineer degree. In addition, the University began to offer Master of Arrs and
Doctor of Philosophy degrees. The M. A. degree required one year of course work after the B. A., a thesis, and
satisfactory examinations in three areas of science. The Ph.D. degree required "special proficiency" in three
areas, knowledge of French and German, a dissertation, and a comprehensive oral examination. The professional
department incorporated the School of Law, which had been established in 1854, and a new school of medicine,
which was announced in the 1872 catalog but not established until 1903. Students could follow any course they
chose, but no degree was granted-except later departmental certificates-until the stated requirements for the
particular degrees were met.
Perhaps as far-reaching as the adminiscrative restructuring during this period were the dramatic changes in
student life brought about by co-education. In 1837 Oberlin College became the first degree-granting institution
in America to admit women, although, for the most part, women in the first half of the nineteenth century
continued to be educated in private schools. Over one hundred of these schools had been founded between
1820 and 1850 alone, and the beSt of them-Georgia Female College and Mary Sharp College-were in the
South. The University of Iowa in 1855 became the first state university to admit women, and by 1870 the
number had risen to eight in response to a growing demand for elementary school teachers. In the 1870'5 three
out of five teachers in America were women and eleven thousand women were enrolled in institutions of higher
learning (five thousand in normal schools, three thousand in private seminaries, and three thousand in degrecgrantlOg colleges). Clearly. when the Board of Trustees decided in June of 1882 to begin admitting women to
the University of Mississippi, they wcrc, as with their adoption of a university system, following [he educational
trends of the time. The number of women enrolled at the University remained small in this period, but women
followed the same curricu lum as men, and often distinguished themselves in the classroom.
Undergraduates in the American college system during this period responded to the discipline of the closed
college curriculum and the piety of the faculty'S example by constructing their own extracurriculum of literary
societies, which emphasized the use of intellect, fraternities, which emphasized the social graces, and SpOrtS,
which emphasized physical Ilmess. The srudents were morc concerned with becoming gendemen than scholars,
and those of the University of Mississippi were no exceptions, and were perhaps more interested in polishing
their social graces than in improving their minds or exercising their bodies. The Hermatan and Phi Sigma literary
societies, both established in 1849, were the StrongeS[ extracurricular organizations of the earlier ~riod, but by
1886, as in mOSt American universities, the literary societies had been eclipsed by the fraternities. which at the
University of Mississippi-with a total enrollment of 185-numbered ten active chapters. Organized intercollegiate SpOrts, on rhe other hand, were not established until the early 1890's, and physical education does not
appear to have been emphasized until it was accepted inca the reJ,'1.llar curriculum in 1896 with the naming of
Charles R. White as manager of the gymnasium.
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John N. Waddel was born in WillingtOn, South Carolina, on April 2, 1812, the son of the educatOr Moses
Waddel whose Willington Academy educated such
Southern notables as John C. Calhoun, A. B. longstreet, George McDuffie, and Hugh Swinton legare.
Hc rcceived his Bachelor of Arts from the University
of Georgia in 1829-his father was Presidt!nt of tht!
insritucion from 1819 until 1829-and in 1842 staned
an acadt!my in Montrose, Mississippi. An original
member of the Board ofTrustccs of the University, he
resigned in order to accept the Professorship of Ancient Languages, and from 1848 until 185 7 taught
Greek and Latin. After resigning to join the facuity of
the newly established Presbyterian Synodical College
in LaGrange, Tennessee, Waddel returned to Oxford
in 1865 as Chancellor and Professor of Ethics and
Metaphysics.
Waddel guided the University through the post-war
years, a time in Mississippi of tight money and political
turbulence. Overall the University was fortunate that
beginning with provisional Governor William Sharkey
the political turnovers in Jackson had little administrarive effect in Oxford. True in 1870 all but twO of the
twelve members of rhe board were replaced. but the
essentially new board continued previous policies, and
when. in 1875, all bur three trustees were again ousted
the panern remained the same. Waddel, by cutting professors' salaries and putting off renovations. managed
to keep the University running smoothly ro all ourward
appearances. He had come, so he said, by divine providence in 187<1. He resigned for the same reason to
accept a position as a regional Secretary of Education
of the Presbyterian Church. In 1879 he became Chancellor of Southwestern Presbyterian University at
Clarksville, Tennessee. He retired in 1888 and died in
Birmingham, Alabama, on January 9, 1895.

fib" N. WaJMI

Alexander Peter Stewart was born in Rogersville,
Tennessee, on Ocmber 21,1821. He graduated from
West Point in 1812 and served as Assistant Professor
of Mathematics there fcom 1843 until 1845 when he
resigned his commission. Stewart then became Professor of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy at Cumberland UOivcrsity in Lebanon, Tennessee, where
except for two brief sojourns to the University of
Nashville 0849-1850 and 1854-1855) he taught until the outbreak of the war. He tendered his services to
the Army of Tennessee and became a major of artillery. quickly rising to Brigadier General in 1861, MaJor
General in 1863, and Leutenant General in command
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of the Army of Tennessee by 1865. Aftt!t the war
Stcwarr returned to Cumberland, where he caught until 1870 when he removed to St. Louis to accept the
Sccrcmcyshlp of [he St. Louis Mutual Life Insurance
Company. The position, however, proved incompatible
and In the summer of 1874 he accepted the Chancellorship of the University of Mississippi vacated by
WadJcl.
The post-Reconstruction era in .Mississippi

known
as [he Bourbon period or the rule of the brigadier
generals, and in this respect Stewart certainly fits the
pattern. By 1874 the University's enrollment had
dwindled to 137, and Stewart's appointment likely was
calculated to restore confidence and prove that the
University was in no danger of being abandoned to the
radical forces of Reconstruction. The move, if such it
W.lS, was successful, for it, along with the appointment
of a new Board of Trustees, eventually resulted in an
enrollment of 417 in 1877, a high for the entire period.
But Stewart in many ways did not conform to the
conservative Bourbon parrern. He was a life-long Whi&
not a Democrat, and he never approved of secession;
furthermore, he seems to have been amenable to coeducation, which was begun during his tenure, an extremely un-Bourbonlike opinion indeed. And despite
his mi litary career he was never a militarist. True, durII1g his time in office various quasi-mi litary disciplinary
measu res were taken, but these emanated from the
Board of Trustees. not from Stewart, whose characterIStiC response (0 a breach of discipline-Like Holmes'
before him-was a heart to heart talk with the culprit.
On one occasion, to the Trustees' chagrin, Stewart
even suggested that mandatOry attendance at morning
chapel be abolished, and it was, in fact, possibly a difference of attitude regarding discipline which caused
his resignation. During Waddel's administration the:!
students had been somewhat chastened by the war, but
by Scewarr's rime they had recovered their charaCteristic boisterousness. His inability to effectively control
them may have shaken the confidence of the trustees,
who in June of 1886 declared all chairs in the Universiry vacant. The Chancellor and all his faculty were reelected but Stewart resigned on July 27 and returned
to St. Louis. He and his wife traveled in Colorado and
California until 1890, when Stewart was apPOinted to
the Board of Commissioners of Chickamuga Park,
where he had fought. to supervise the placing of markers anJ monuments; he retired in 1900 and died in
Biloxi on August 30, 1908.
IS
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Auxa",," P. Stffiart

Abot·t: The pOSt-war facuhy, c. 1872.
Seated on StepS ( L [() r.): Alexander J.
Qumche, Professor of Latin and Modern
Languages; John J. Wheat, Professor of
Greek and History of Ancient Lirerarure; Claudius W. Sears, Professor of
Mathematics; Stanford G. Burney. Professor of English Literature; James A.
Lyon, Professor of Metaphysics. Logic,
Hiscory, and Political Science. Seaced in
chairs: John N. Waddel, Chancellor and
Professor of Moral Science and Christian
Evidence; Landon C. Garland, Professor
of Analytical Physics and Astronomy.
Standing; Unidentified; Unidemified;
George Litde, Professor of Narural History and Geology; Eugene W. Hilgard.
Professor of Chemisrry.

ufl: The members o f the class of 1861 ,
most of whom had left by April of that
year, were invired by the trustees to attend {he 1866 commencement in order
to formally receive their diplomas, bur
only Captain Francis Asbury Pope, lately
of [he 29th MissisSIppi Infantry. appeared to claim his.
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Associations of students (akin to modern fraternities) called Bllrschenschajlen originated in the German
stares at )eoa in 181 5. In America the Greek-letter
fraternity movement started at Union and Hamihon
Colleges in the late 1820's and 1830·s. More so than
any ocher part of the extracurriculum, fraternities represented srudem refusal (0 be made clergy against their
will. The fratcrnity system rewarded (he attributes of
the successful man of the world-money, clothes,
family, and the social graces-in lieu of the Christian
virrues-humilit¥, equality, and morality-which the
formal curriculum proposed (Q foster. The students of
the University of Mississippi supported eight fratcrnal
organizations in 1868.
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A/xJu: The Chi Psi fraternity of 1868.
J. S. W. E. Pegues '69 2. R. HortOn '70
3, T. Ross '704.). R. Crowder 5. A.
Sergent 6. T. Foote '70 7. G. Winston
8. G, P. Lake 9. W. Tharcher 10.). T.
Srephenson '69 11. R. B. FuJron '69
12. O. Daniels 13. C. Miller '7 1
14. H. H. Wildy '70 15.). W. Somerville
'7 0 16.H.H. Neill '70 17.M.C.
Hunon '69 18. C. S. McKenzie '7 1
19. G . H. Ellis 20. R. K. Evans 21.]. A.
Mhoon 22.]. Hendon

Faced with keen compecicion for students after the
Civil War from a proliferating variety of state universities, land-grant colleges, technical institutes, and from
the long-established schools of the northeast, the trustees issued in 1876 the rather plaintive pamphlet Where
Shall I Stfld My SOil? Admitting that the apparent indifference tOward and ignorance of the state university in
Mississippi were both "surprising and painful," the
trustees sought to dispell the prevalent notion that the
University of Mississippi was a "rich man's college."
Why send, argued the trustees, native sons to expensive and distant "foreign" schools (i.e. any school outside of Mississippi ) when an inexpensive and first-rate
education was available at home?
Relative to the costs prevailing in the 1870's at such
eastern colleges as Union and Wesleyan, student expenses at the University of Mississippi were quite
moderate, averaging about one-third less expensive
man the COSt of "foreign" colleges. Throughout the last
quarter of the nineteenth century the intercollegiate
enrollment comest did nut abate. Many colleges, including the University of Mississippi, were forced to
advertise in regional newspapers offering students free
tuition and promising "highest advantages at lowest
cost." Generally, the expenses spared srudents were
made up by fixed and occasionally reduced faculty
salaries.
The family of Eugene Woldemar Hilgard, who was
born in 1833 in Zweibriicken, Bavaria, emigrated to a
farm outside Belleville, Illinois, in 1836. He was educated at home by his father, who had been an eminent
lawyer, and at the University of Zurich, the Mining
Academy at Freiberg, Germany, and at Heidelberg
University, where he received a Ph.D. (summa (11m
laulk) in 1853.
Hilgard returned to the United States in 1855 and
accepted the position of AssiS[ant State Geologist of
M.ississippi. At (hat time the infant geological survey
was auached to the University; Hilgard soon became
State Geologist (1858), and during the war remained
in Oxford to care for the state's geological equipment.
When classes resumed, Hilgard resigned as State Geologist ( 1866) to become Professor of Chemistry at the
University, and served under various tides until 1873.
While in Mississippi Hilgard became convinced of
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the worth of practical agricultural investigation as opposed to more academic geology. In [he early 1870's
he began puhlishing studies of [he nature of soils and
climate as determinants of productivity, and he wrned
[his knowledge to best advantage first as Professor of
Agricultural and Economic Chemistry at me shorr-lived
Umversity of Mississippi School of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arrs, then as the Dean of the College of Agriculture of the University of California, Berkeley
(1875-1905; died 1916), where his development of
agricultural ~xtension services became a model program. Hilgard's work in soil analyses established his
later reputation as the father of soil science, and one of
the most respecteu of agricultural juurnals, The Hi/gar-dian, is named in his honor.

Alexander James Quinche, M.A., L.L.D., was born
in Fort Snelling, Minnesora, on January 17, 1827. He
spent his boyhood in Galena, illinois, and was educated at th~ University of the City of New York and
Columbia University in Washington, D.c., wh~re he
also taughL In 1859 he became Professor of Larin and
Professor of Modern Languages at the University, ant!
so began an unbroken twenty-nine }'ear tenure, longer
than anyone had previously served at the University.
Quinche W3.'t appointed custodian of the Universitr
buildings during the war and was, with HiJgard, perhaps responsible for preserving mem from Grant"s invading army. After the war he again became Professor
of Latin and during the period from 1876 until 1881
scrved as Professor of Modern Languages as well.
However, being a strict cla~sicist in an era which had
begun to demand practical education, Quinche eventually feB victim to the changing times. I n Chancellor
Mayes' reorganization of the University in 1889 the
Chair of Larin was combined with the Chair of Greek,
then held by Addison Hogue, who was capable of
reaching both. Quinche was dismissed in July and on
August 18, in a fit of despondency, (ook his own life.
This action touched off a newspaper controversy rt!xarding Mayes ' treatment of older professors-all of
whom had been removed-and his management of the
University in general.
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In the 1860's and l870's most universities-nOtably
the University of Michigan-developed schools of
agriculture to complement theif budding professionaJ
and graduate schools; the University of Mississippi was
no exception. On July 2, 1862, the Congress of the
United Scates passed the Mornll Act which set aside
for each member of the Senace and the House of Representatives 30,000 acres of land to be sold to provide
a permanent endowment to establish in each state a
college intended for the "benefit of agriculture and the
mechanic am:' Following the Civil War (he Mississippi
legislarurc decided to participate in (he land-grant program. On September 21, 1872, Governor Alcorn collected 1,312 pieces of scrip representing 209,920 acres,
which were sold-at ninety cen ts an acre-for
5188.928 and invested in state lands. The interest on
me fund after the first year was divided equally betwecn Alcorn A & M and (he University.
But despite this suppon (he University's School of

Agriculture never became a reality. mainly because me
legislature restricted the use of the interest on the fund
[0 maintenance and the University was unable co se·
cure extra funds for the physical improvements and
purchases necessary to put the farm into operation. In
187 1 Professor Hilgard was appoimed Professor of
Agriculture and in 1872 Martin W. Phillips was elected
AdjunCt Professor of Agriculture and superintendent
of the farm, and the University formally opened the
department and advertised a course leading to a Bach·
elor of Scientific Agriculture. The response. however,
was dismal-only one student, William A. Allen in
1873-74, is listed as an agricu lture major in the caea·
logues-and Phillips was only able to put a total of
sixteen acres into cultivation. The farm continued in
this manner until 1876 when it was abandoned, twO
years before the founding of the Agricultural and Me·
chanical College at Starkville.

j

,

Abo!"t: The old Steward's Hall. formerly occupied by Nrors, became in 1872 me residence of M. W. Phillips, the superintcndent of the farm.
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In the second half of the nineteenth century, the
course of coeducation made the most progress not in
the private colleges in the EaSt. but in the West, where
the more democratic land grant colleges and state universities were less prepared to exclude women on the
basis of rradition. The University of Iowa began admitting women in 1855 and the University of Wisconsin
In 1863. followed closely by Indiana, Missouri, Michigan, and California. J n the East the barrier against
women remrunt!d intact until Cornell set a more liberal
example in 1872. 1n Mississippi coeducation was
championed first by Sallie Eula Reneau. then by Annie
C. Pet yon. MISS Reneau was able to obrain a charter
for a State FemaJe College from the Mississippi legislature in 1856, but the school was never endowed, and
both her efforcs ce raise money from the federal government in 1860 and to have {he college attached to
the University of Mississippi in 1872 as a female deparunent failed. Mrs. Peycen, however, had marc suc-
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cess; her effortS eventually resulted in the incorporation
of the Industrial Institute and College (later M.S.C.W.,
now M.U.W.) in 1884.
At the University of Mississippi the issue was brought
to a head by H. M. Sullivan, a lawyer from Oxford,
who on June 26, 1882. nocified the other members of
the Board of Trustees (hat on the following day he intended to propose the admission of women to the University. The marion was duly passed, though the status
of women remained tenuous because of the attempt
by some of the trustees in both 1883 and 1884 to have
rhem exduded. The minutes do not reflcct the exact
nature of the trustees' objections, but any doubts they
may have had about the ability of women students
were quickly laid to rest by Sally Vick Hill. who took
the first honor in the Department of Literature, Science, and the Arts in the class of 1885, and by Matcie
James Smythe, who took highest honors in 1888.

Claudius Wistar Sears was born in Peru, MassachusettS, on November 8, 181 7. He graduated from West
Point in 1841, but resigned his commission the next
year. By 1844 he was a professor of mathematics at St.
Thomas H ajj in Holly Springs, Mississippi. In 1845 he
accepced the Chair of Mathematics at (he University of
Louisiana at New Orleans (later Tulane), where he remained until 1859, when he returned ro Sc. Thomas
Hall as President ( co 1861). DUring the Civil War he
served to the rank of Brigadier General wich (he 17£h
and 46th Mississippi Regiments, rcceiving a disabling
wound at Nashville in December of 1864.
Scars became Profcssor of Mathematics at the University in 1865 and held that position until 1889, whcn
he, tOO, was relieved in Mayes' reor,l;anization. Both he
and Quinche emphasized recitation instead of the lecture and discussion methods advocated by Mayesand thus did nOt fit In the new dircction the University
was raking-and both were given five hundred dollars
severance pay in consideration of their long service.
Sears retired co his home and died in Oxford on february 15, 1891.
John J Wheat was born in Copiah County, Mississippi, In August of 1826. Educated mitially for the
Presbyterian mimstry at Hanover College, Indi ana, and
Centre College in Danville, Kentucky, from which he
graduated in 185 I, Wheat later convened to Methodism. Subsequently, he dttended the Theological Seminary at Princ(!wn and returned (0 Mississippi in 1854
CO become a pastor of churches in Clinton, Woodville,
and Natchez. In 1860 Reverend Wheat became a professor of Greek at Cemenary College (a Methodist institution) in Jackson, Louisiana (co 1861); but du ring
the war he returned to Mississippi as pastor of the
church in Jackson.
Wheat became Professor of Greek at the University
10 1865 and hdd that position until 1886, when he
became Professor of Philosophy. He served as Acting
Chancellor in 1874 when Wadde! resigned and as ViceChanceUor from 1874 until 1882, but resigned when
the reorganization of 1889 combined his deparrmem
with history and political economy. After leaving Oxford, Wheat resumed his preaching career in Sardis and
Grenada and worked for the establish mene of Millsaps,
becoming a member of that school's first Board of
Trustees in 1890. When he died in Grenada on October 31, 1893. the eminem Charles Betts Galloway delivered (he funeral omtion.

}4b1f}. W'lNar
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After the Revolution four options existed for a prospe([ive lawyer in America: self-directed study, employment as a clerk In an established court, apprenticeship to a practicing lawyer, and enrollment in one
of the emerging proprierary law schools, the most
prominent of which was the Litchfield Law School in
Litchfidd, Connecticut, founded by Judge Tapping
Reeve in 1784. Thomas Jefferson initiated legal education In America by establishing the first professorship of law at (he College of William and Mary in 1779.
Yale created an autonomous department oflaw in 180 I,
and Harvard in 1816addcd a law school, which quickly
became the dominant force Ln legal education. All legal
students in che first half of [he nineteenth century followed a one-year course which, likt! the medical schools
of the time, was not pare of a post-graduate program,
though at Harvard the students tended to be degreeholders. Full-rime law professors were rare before the
I880·s. but as law schools began to be absorbed by the
res[fUnuced universities standards were raised. Chris[Opher Langdell, who was appointed Dean of the Harvard Law School in 18 7 0 by President Charles Eliot,
established precedent by r;using the course to two years
in 18 7 1 and to three years In 18 7 6, by requiring an
entrance examination for non-degree holders, and by
replacing the lecture method of instruction with the
case method.
The Law Departmcnt of the University, which had
been cstablished in 185tj by the legislature in response
to a memorial by Jacob Thompson, men President of

the Board of Trus(Ccs, was one of twenty-one legal institutions operating in 1860. 'IOe tv:o-year course, offered during the antebellum period by William F.
Stearns, was quite demanding for this early periodbeing twice that demanded by Harvard or Michiganand a second chair, filled by James F. Trotter, was added
Ln 1860 just prior to the University's closing during the
war. The professorship lay vacant during 1865 and
1866, but in 1867 it was occupied by L Q. C. Lamar,
who was followed by a succession of eminent jurists
including Edward Mayes 0877-1891), Albert H.
Whitfield (1892-1891), and Garvin D. Shands ( 189tj190'). Shands, because of his duties as Governor of
Mississippi, was made Dean of the school in 1897 and
most responsibility for [caching was turned over w
Thomas H. Somerville, who was elected to fill the previously vacant second chair. During the penurious pOStwar period the regular course was cut to ant: year
0872-1880, and (he school's operation was suspended entirely in 187 1 and again from 1874 until
1877. Law studell(s, who paid a tuition of fifty dollars
a year in 1854, werc required to be at least nineteen
years old and jf nO( college graduates-and few after
the war werC-(Q present proof of good moral charaCter. They were entitled to attend any additional
courses at the University free of charge and werc nOt,
until the Law Schoo] came under closer control tOward
the end of che cemury, governed by the genera] scudent regulations.

Left: The law class of l898.
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Though they were clearly within the tradition of medieval disputation, the imperus to establish college literary societies sprang from the eighteemh cemury
Enlightenment's faith in the powers of the intellecL
The formal curriculum might emphasize piety, but here
reason was king. in the societies the srudents disputed
topics of curren intellecrual interest which fell outside
the normal curriculum. In America they firS[ appeared
at Yale in 1753, where the tradition of forming twO
competing societies was established. The movement
quickly caught on at other schools. Usually the societit!s adopted Grt!ek names and maintained their own
libraries which occasionally were larger than the regular coliege library-as at the University of North Carolina in 1835 where the societies combined library of
six thousand volumes was the best in the state-and
which contained nOt textbooks but works of fiction,
history, politics, and science.
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The first literary society at the University of Mississippi, Phi Beta Koppa , formed in November of 1848,
proved a failure. It met throughout the wimer but the
by-laws proved cumbersome for the srudems and the
society soon declined. On February 22, 1849. a group
of students who had withdrawn from Phi Bela Koppa
formed a rival club. the Hermaean Literary Society. and
several months later on May 5, 1849, the remaining
members ratified a new set of by-laws and became the
Phi Sigma Literary Society. Each society met every Saturday morning first in the Lyceum then on the third
floor of the ChapeL They continued to function until
well after the Civil War when the rise of the fraternity
movement diminished their membership. The University administration responded by making membership
compulsory, thus ensuring the societies· survival Illto
(he twentieth cenrury.

Abot,t: The De/fa PSt house under construction; it stood east of the Observatory near the railroad tracks,
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The firSt fraternity to be organized at the University

was a local club called the Rainbow Fraternity, which
was formed In 1848-it became Delta Tau Delta in
1886---followed by Del/a Kappa Epsilon (850), Delta
p,; ( 1855), Ph; Kappa p,; (1857), S;gma 0; ( 1857),
Chi Psi ( 1858). Sigma Alpha Epsilon (1866), Phi Gamma
Delta (1868), Phi Del/a The/a (1872), and Beta The/a
Pi, which absorbed another local club, the Mystical
Seven, in 1879.

U/I: The first fraternity house on campus was built by Dt/fa PH in 1890 with
the unJerstnnJing that it would be
rurned over ro the University and leased
[Q the fraternity fur ninery.nine years.

Bt/ou ': A group POrtrait of the Delta Psi
fraternity, 1898.
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Sarah McGehee Isom was born in the early 1850's
in Oxford (always sensitive concerning her age, no record now exists recording the exact date of her birth), a
tOwn her father the physician Thomas Dudley Isom
had been instrumental in founding and naming. Following her initial schooling in Oxford, Miss Isorn
studied at a succession of eastern schools-Augusta
Seminary in Stanton, Virginia, and The Philadelphia
School of Expression-and with noted elocutionists in
Bosmn- Madame Janauschek, James Murdock and
George Riddle. Even as a srudent [he quality of her
public speaking and dramatic recitations impressed
contemporary critics as showing promise m make of
Miss 150m, had she chosen to do so, a fine tragic actress.
Tradition and observed convention precluded a
young Southern lady, no maner how gifted, from pursuing craft and career on the professional stage. Nevertheless, an opportunity did arise enabling Miss Isom to
utilize her talents in the eminently respectable if maledominated profession of university professor. In 1884
a vacancy occurred at the University of Mississippi,
"for a suitable man to teach elocution." One year later
and three ycars after women scudents had been admined to the University on the same basis as men, the
search committee found its "man"; Sarah McGehee
Isom was nominatcd to teach elocution and became in
September, L885. the first woman ever appointed to
the University faculty.
From 1885 until her death in 1905, Miss Isom fulfilled a promise first made in the 1885 University catalogue, "{Q produce effective readers and speakers. {Q
substitute natural methods of expression for the faulty
delivery prevalent in the pulpit, on the platform, and
on the stage."' No feminist, although according to Stark
Young she was known to smoke an occasional cigar,
Miss 150m lavished her teaching attention on her men
students. Among them several who later had distinguished careers in law. politics. and the artS creditcd
Miss Isom directly for their individual success. At her
untimely death in 1905 the annual, the Ole Miu. was
dedicated in her memory with these words of encom·
ium: "she impressed through the medium of her classes
much of her personality on {he statC of Mississippi."
As a further mark of appreciation and respect, the University in 1929 named a dormitory for women "Isom
Hall" to honor a family which had contributed Immeasurably to both community and University.
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Organized in 1852, the Alumni Association fu nctioned fitfully throughom much of the ni neteenth ceorury under the rubric "Alumni Society." Generally the
society met at comme ncement to hear an oration, a
poem, and later an essay delivered by members elected
for the honor in the previous year, and to induct new
members into the society. By 1882 all new graduates
and all forme r students recommended by the society
presideD( and (wo additional members were declared
eligible ( 0 participate. This formu la was made progressively less restrictive after the first World War.
Nmcworm y contributions made by the society in
the period include co-sponsoring [he erection of the
memorial wi ndow to honor all alumni of the U niversity

who fell in the Civil War, establishing ( 1895) the alumni loan fund to assist worth y and needy students, and
compili ng biographical data on alumni fo r inclusion in
me historical catalogue of 1889-90. Reproduced below is a comple ted biographical form from 1904 which
was used in the compilatio n of the 1909 histOrical catalo~'Ue. Th is example was chosen for its characteristic
represemarion of a distinguished alumni body of lawyers, merchants, planters, physicians, (eachers, and
public servants.
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The Preparatory Department-known also as the
University High School and the Sub~Freshman C1asswas established when the University reopened in 1865
because of the exceedingly poor preparation of most
prospective students in Mississippi . Housed, for the
most parr, in Taylor Hall (the new Steward's Hall;
Abet'e), it was composed of a three-year course for srudents thirteen years of age and older and was administered by the professors of the University themselves
uncil 1874 when a principal, Andrew E. Kilpatrick, was
emp loyed. Never well-accepted because of trustee resistance and the disruptive influence of so many young
students, the department was discontinued in 1893.
The University was at thar time in the process of ioinacing a certification system with the state public high
schools, many of which had begun co graduate ade~
quately prepared students.
Llfl: Student from rhe Preparatory De·
partmenr c. 1910.
oPP01ile Page: Students of me 1880's; note
the presence of Robert B. Fulton in the
upper right.
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The square in Oxford, c. 188 5.
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The Maturing: 1886-1906

In

the summer of 1886 the members of {he Board of Trustees declared all positions at the University vacant.
After some discussion they proceeded to re-eJect all incumbent faculty members, but Chancdlor Stewart apparently construed their acrion as a Jack of confidence in his leadership and tendered his resignation on July 29.
The trustees declined ro fiJI the positiun of Chancellor at such a late dare, and possibly considered doing away
with the office entirely, given the demonstrated propensity of all past chancellors, with the possible exception of
Waddel. to consider rhcmsdves, nor (he board, as the ultimate authority un matters of University policy. Instead,
they directed the faculty [0 select a chairman from among their number to temporarily perform the Chancellor's
duties. The faculty elected Edward Mayes, who had becomc Professor of Government Science and Law in 1877,
as their representative, and he served as Chairman of the Faculty until 1889 when he formally became Chancellor. Then on June 25, 1891, Mayes notified the trustees mat he intended to res~n at the end of the ensuing year
to pursue private law practice. He left, however, in the fall and Robert B. Fulton was appointed Acting Chancellor on December 3. Fulton was confirmed in his position the following summer and served until he was
pressured into resigning by Governor Vardaman in 1906.
It would be difficult (Q over-emphasize the contributions of Chancellors Mayes and Fulton to me University.
True, eluring the twenty ycars be('..\·een 1886 and 1906 the enrollment grew little; the studcm body in 1886
numbered 202, and 1906, 361, with an average for the period of 250. But the enrollment figures belie the fact
that this was a period of tremendous growth. In 1886 the Ulliversity was a somewhat rustic nineteenth century
college; twenty-one percent of the studt::nt body were preparacory students under the age of fifteen, mOSt of
whom had been educated at home. By 1906 the Preparatory Department had been abolished, most of the
students had graduated from Universit}'-afilliated high schools, and thmy-four percent were enrolled in one of
the professional schools. And ffiis change III the composition of the srudenc body was emblematic of far more
fundamental chang~s in rhe organization and aims of the University of Mississippi, for it had by 1906 indeed
become a university in more than name only.
This development might mean at Harvard the general inculcation of the university spirit. or at Virginia a
broad base of courses and a free elecrive system, or at Johns Hopkins an emphasis on post graeluate education,
or at Cornell a place where any field m~ht be studied about which a body of knowledge ex isted. But here and
at such midwestern state universities as Michigan and Missouri it meant "a central school of Philosophy ... ,
surrounded by the Professional Schools, cmbracing not only the Departmenrs of Law, Medicine, and Divinity,
but the Normal School for rhe education of teachers. and Schools of Agriculture and the Useful Arts:' No more
was the primary responsibility of the University faculty to instill mcntal discipline and character in their students.
They were interested instead, in imparting knowledge. especially scientific and useful knOWledge, to their charges
and in general in broadening their own specialized fields through research. The curriculum reform of 187 1
established the B. S. degree and opened the way for the study of science and the useful arts. Then in 1889
Chantellor Mayes recommended and the trustees approved a plan of reorganization which de~mphasized
Greek and Latin and which resulted in the replacement of seven of the nine incumbent faculty members-most
of whom were over sixty-with younger men who were more attuned to the new university spirit. Before 1889
Eugene Hilgard and George Little, both geologists, had been the only faculty members to possess me Ph.D.,
4
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but by 1906 seventeen professors out of rwenty-rwo had docrorates, and University graduates like John Wesley
Johnson were taking European Ph .O:s and returning co teach at the University. And Chancellor Fulton completed the evolution to university stature by initiating a viable program of graduate education, dropping the
Preparatory Department in 1892. and adding teacher education in the form of a School of Education and special
summer sessions for teachers in 1893, a system of affiliated high schools in 1894, a School of Engineering in
1900, a Medical Department in 1903, and membership in the National Association of State Universities, which
Fulton helped ro found and of which he was President from 1896 until 1903.
The changes in the quality of srudent life in this period paralleled the vast changes in other areas. In 1886 the
University offered only the debating societies and the fraternities in the way of organized student activities, but
by 1906 the extracurriculurn was in full flower. The students had, besides the nine fraternities and three sororities, numerous social clubs, a srudent-edited Unifiers;ty 0/ i\1issiJSippi Magazine, which was founded in 1894, and
an annual. the Ole "'1Iis, which was begun in 1897. Football, baseball, and tennis teams were established. These
began to compete with teams from other Southern coUeges and universities and intercollegiate athletics began to
play an increasingly important role in the students' lives. Women, who had begun ro enroll in larger numbers.
were making their presence felt in all areas of University life. They established sororities, debating and social
clubs, began taking part in the magazine, the annual, and even formed their own basketball team.
{
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Edward Mayes was born on December 15, 1846, in
Hinds Couney, Mississippi. He entered Bethany College in 1860, but was forced to return home by the
Civil War. In April of 1864 he enlisted in Company H
of [he 4th Mississippi Cavalry and served until the
war's end. In 1865 he enrolled in the University of Mississippi, from which he received a B.A. (1868) and an
L.L.B. (lS70). A rutor in English at the University in
1871, Mayes practiced law in Carrollton and Oxford
before becoming Professor of Government Science
and Law at me University in 1877, a position he held
until December of 1891, when he resigned [0 re-enter
private law practice in Jackson. There he enjoyed a
long and illustrious care!:!r as a lawyer, served as a professur uf law at Millsaps from 1895 until 1900, and
died on Augusr9, 1917.
In the summer of 1886 when Stewart resigned. the
Board of Trustees substituted the position of Chairman of the Faculty for that of Chancellor, and Mayes
was elected to the new pOSt by the faculty, man}' of
whom had taught him as an undergraduate almost
twcney years earli!:!r. He continued as Chairman for
mree years, but given the board's dissatisfaction with
affairs ar the University, perhaps a major change was
inevimble. The board had reorganized the curriculum
in 1871 [0 admit more science, applied mathematics,
and IItcrature, but these new courses were still being
taught, for the most part, by professors who had spent
their lives reaching rhe closed curriculum. These were
gentlemen of the old school, who believed in recitation
and srrict discipline, and who were perhaps more Interested in instilling piety than learning in their students.
What the trustees wanted, and what rhe University
needed if it were to enter into the new American universicy movement, were men of more cosmopolican
interests and education who would be capable of sus(ained original research. The university movement of
the 1880's and 1890's, as defined by such state institutions as rhe University of Michigan and the University
of Missouri, aimed at pure and applied research by formally trained scholars. Reflecting this movemcnt the
cruStCCS in (he summer of 1889 initiated, on Mayes'
recommcndation, a major reorganization , the effects of
which were felt nOt so much in me curriculum, which
remained substantially the same, as in the faculty where
all the professors with the exception of Mayes, FuJron,
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and Hogue either resigned or WCfe dismissed [Q be replaced by men in whom (he new university spirit was
more evident.
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Robert Burwell FultOn was born in Sumter County,
Alabama, on April 8, 1849, and educated :,U the University of Mississippi, graduating as Honor Man of the
class of 1869, and later in 1873 obtaining a master's
degree. He taught school in Alabama and New Or[cans during 1869 and 1870, and in March of 1871
joined the faculty of the University of Mississippi as
Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy, becoming Adjunct Professor in 1883, Professor in 1875. and
Chancellor in 1892. After resigning under pulitical
pressure in 1906-hc had earned the cnmity of Governor Vardaman, who by the summer of 1906 had succeeded in gaining control of rhe Board of TrusteesFulton became Superintendent of the Miller School in
Virginia. He served in this position until 1918, and
Jied in New York on May 29,1919.
Fulton was appointed Acting Chancellor in 1891
when Mayes resigned. He was confirmed in his office
in the summer of 1892, and under his leadership the
University of Mississippi achieved [rue university status. For this, of course, Fulton was primarily responsible, but perhaps his most significant personal contri.
bution was in securing a second township of land for
rhe University's endowmenL In his annual repo({ of
1892 he called the trustees' anemion to the fact that all
other state universities endowed by the Ordinance of
1787 had received at lease two townships of land from
rhe Congress of the United States, while [he University
of Mississippi bad received only one. With the trustees'
approval he successfully memorialized Congress, which
granted a second township. A tract known as the Naval
Reserve Lands in Harrison and Jackson counties was
selected and control was tendered to the trustees who
on March 10. 1900, sold the timber from these lands
to the Danober Lumber Company for $184,668.24.
Most of the timber revenue was used to add rhe wings
to the Lyceum ( 1902), to build a power house (1900),
a women's dormitory (903), a hospital (1906), to
renovate many of the other buildings, and to install
electric lightS, running water, a sewage system, steam
heating, and telephones on campus.
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RIght: Mrs. L. M. Hunt, Librarian of the University from
1900 to 1914. No profcssional training for librarians was
required or available until quite late in the nineteenth cen·
tury. The Universlty"s colleCDon was undl'r the care of a pro-fessor or a graduate srudc.:nt-and in one case the janimc,
August Blom,gcen-unril [he employment of Miss Julia H.
Wilcox in 1884.
oppoJilt Pagt: In Germany the library was the heart of the
university movement, since litde scholarship could exist
without it. Unril this time the University's library had been
housed in the lyceum, bur on June 27, 1888. Chancellor
Mayes secured ten thousand dollars from the trustees for a
new library building-now known as the Old Geology
Building-which was completed in 1889. The library was
opt-n four hours daily under the supervision of Mrs. Alice
Bcync.:s. whose duries included the classification of the Ii·
bracy's twelve thousand volumes under the new system introduced by Melvil Dewey in 18-:6.

Btlow: The interior of the library. c. 1900.
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Alxnt: The faculry, c. 1893. Standing on (he ground (I. (0 r.);
John W. Johnson, Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy; James U. Barnard, Professor of Pedagogy; Richard W.
Jone'S. Professor of Chemistry and Narural History, and Geology; probably William Rice Sims, Professor of English and
BeJlcs-icnccs. Sranding on steps: Alfred Hume, Professor of
Mathematics; Robert B. Fulton, Chancellor and Professor of
Ph ysics and Astronomy; Chiles C. Ferrell Professor of Modern Languages; Ak:xander 1. Bondurant, Associate Professor of l:l.rin and Greek; Richard M. Leavell, Professor of
Mental and Moral Philosophy, Logic, HistOry, and Policical
Economy; and Thomas 0. Mabry, Assistant Professor of
Natural History.

Lelt: An early picrurc of Fui(On as an insrruc(Or, c. 1880.
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Aoo,.t: The interior of the Power House.
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RIghi: The appropriation of 52,200 on July 17, 1900 to build
a Power House for the new electric generator symbolized
the University"s entranct! into the technological age of the
twentieth cenwry. A wd~ a water system, and steam heat
had been provided in 1897; a sewer system and water closets were added in 1898, and telephones in 1904
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Alexander Lee Bondurant was born at his family
home, Colato Plantation, in Buckingham County. Virginia, on June 26. L865. Educated initially at Hampden-Sidn~y College, Virginia. where he earned A. B.
and M. A. degrees, and later at Harvard. Texas. and
Virginia, Bondurant joined the facuhy of the University of MississippI as Assistant Professor of Latin and
Greek in 1889. Although a classicist and one, Stark
Young would later write. "Whose belief in classical cuirure was inherited and profound and therefore concaglaus," Bondurant"s concerns were those of a
Renaissance man. He maintained a lively interest in
Mississippi politics and culrure. and wrote artides on
Colonel W. C. Falkner, Sherwood Bonner, and the
Jones County secession controversy. But in retrospect
perhaps few of Bondurant's many accomplishments in
a long distinguished teaching and administrative career
at the University were as enduring as his pioneering
effort in establishing intercollegiate footbalL Twenryfour years after Rutgers and Princeton had met in the
first football game and three years after Bondurant's
initial plea had appeared in the Uniursity Magazine argumg in favor of the sport, the University of Mississippi's team took the field for the first time on
November II, 1893, against the visitors from SouthweStern Baptist University. Serving as manager of the
team, Bondurant had conditioned his scholar-athletes
with endurance runs and a steady regimen of exercises,
The training was rewarded in the inaugural contest
With a one-sided victory fifty-six to zero for Mississippi;
and despite later vicissirudes-notably the yellow fever
epidemic of 1897 which forced the cancellation of
play-the University has by and large reaped the benefits of a healthy and growing athletic program ever
Slnct:.

Abcve: Football team, c. 1905.
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The development of teacher education during the
nineteenth cenrury paralleled the emergence of professional education in law, engineering, and medicine.
Samuel Hall established the first reacher·s school in
Concord. Massachusens, in 1823 and later ran the Andover Teachers Seminary, bur for the most pan teacher
training before the war was not done in formal institutions but in informal local teachers institutes which mer
sporadically, much like revivals. After the war the institutes were superseded by normal schools, which offered the same minimal professional training available
at the proprietary medical and law schools of the period. Again influenced by the German university system, American state universities made education of
teachers integral to the curriculum-the University of
Ohio began as early as l838-and offered education
credentials alongside the other new degree programs.
At the University of Mississippi the training of
teachers began in 1893 with the appointment of James
U. Barnard to the Chair of Pedagogy and the initiation
of the Peabody Normal Instirure for Teachers, which
mer for four weeks during the summer. The first insticure was attended by 467 teachers, allowing Chancellor Fulton the opporrunity to establish contacts with
high school personnel throughout the stare. These
contacts resulted the next year in a system of high
school affiliation which permitted students from affiliated schools (0 bypass entrance examinations to the
University. In 1896 J. G. Deupree succeeded Barnard
and in 1897 the University began offering a bachelor's
degree in pedagogy (eight were granted by 1906).
Fanny Ricks, long a patron of education in Mississippi,
began to sponsor the summer sessions in 1900, and in
1903 Deupree became Dean of an expanded Departmenr of Education which included a Professor of Psy~
chology, Dr. T. P. Bailey, and an Associate Professor of
Pedagogy, J. W. Bell

Fanny Ricks, whose philanthropy

($ I ,:;00 a year) helped support summer terms
at the University from 1900 to 1903.
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Btlou': The staff of the first
annual, l897.

The first volume of the annual, the Ole Mils, appeared in 1897 and was dedicated to William B. Lowry,
former Captain of the University Greys. Note the
presence in (his composite phocograpb of Maud Morrow (5), who married Calvin S. Brown of the University and late!f wrote a his lOry of the University G reys,
and Maurice FultOn (11), the son of Chancellor Fulton.
The name Ole t\hu was suggested [0 me editOrs in
1896 by Elma Meek and chosen over such orners(here was no formal conteSt-as Conon Boll and Magnolia. This sobriquet, which was used around the Meek
home to discingujsh Elma Meek (young miss) from her
mother (ole miss), by 1910 had come to be applied to
the athlt!cic teams as well, and it has since become synonymous with the Universicy itself.
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Born in Hernando. Mississippi, August 4, 1870.
P-dU] Hill Saunders entered the University of Mississippi at age seventeen. Before his tweney-fifth birthday

)0/'" W.)ohmo'l

he had received three degrees from the University, a

B. A. (first honors, 1890), an M. A. (1891), and a
Ph.D. (1894). His physics dissertation, a study of Latitilde and Magnetic Elements at the UlI;"mity of MisStJsippi, was only the second non-honorary Ph .D. ever
earned at the University.
Equally as adept in classical studies as in the physical
sciences, Saunders also served while in graduate school
as a temporary Assistant Professor of Latin and Greek
and in 1895 was appointed to a permanent position as
Assistant Professor of Greek. To perfect his knowledge of Greek, Saunders spent a summer at the Umversity of Chicago and for one year aHended lectures
in Germany under the legendary classicist. Professor
Blass, at Universitat Hal!e-Wirtenberg. A popular and
admired teacher, Saunders reluctantly resigned from a
position at his alma mater in 1906 ro pursue a career
in banking and finance. Through his dfons a number
of nearly moribund Mississippi banks survived the panic
of 1907, establishing Saunders' credentials as a "doctor
of sick banks:' From 1906 until his death in 1947 Paul
Saunders led first in Mississippi and later in Louisiana
a variegated and highly successful life in business and
finance.
Born April 5. 1852, ncar Pontotoc, Mississippi,john
Wesley Johnson rect:ived two degrees from the University, a B.A. (1876) and an M. A. (1879). Although
he wrote a thesis in physics, johnson, like P-.1ul Hill
Saunders (pictured above), was trained in an academic
tradition which fostered interest in classical studies as
well as in more practical scientific studies. Following a
two-year SUnt as an assistant in Latin and mathematics,
j ohnson left the University for a career in secondary
~ducation, serving for a number of years as Principal of
[he Johnson Institute in Booneville. He returned to
Oxford in 1886 to become Principal of (he University
Preparatory Department.
In 1890,Johnson, at age [hirty·eight, decided against
a continued career in secondary education, coura·
geously resigned his position at the University, and left
to study for a doccorate in physics at Lt:ipzig University
in Germany. As a Herr Doktor,Johnson returned to the
University of MissiSSippi in 1892 as Professor of Ph}·si(S and Astronomy, a position he held until his death in
1911. Known primarily for his teaching skill,johnson's
service to the University was nOt confined to his d~·
partmental classroom, since he was variously Librarian
(1876-77), Secretary of the Alumni Society (187985), and Professor of Steam Engineering (1900-1905).
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Before the Civil War almost all formally trained cn·
gineers in America macriculared at either the United
Scates Military Academy (1802) or the Rensselaer
Polytechnic insocUlc (1824). The demand for practical
education led, however, to the establishment of a small
number of additional engineering programs, notably
(he Lawrence Scientific School at Harvard in 1847 and
the Sheffield Scientific School at Yale in 1852. AU offered either three or four-year courses which began
with an introduction to the basic sciences, followed by
specialized civil engineering classes. But all were essentially technical schools which, though sometimes affiliated with universities. were much like the law and
medical schools of the day, not integral parts of the
curriculum until they tOO were subsumed within
broader curricula favored in the last quarter of the
nineteenth cenrury.
Thus when General Francis A. Shoup, who was educated at WeSt Point (1855), began offering courses in
civil engineering in 1865 me University of Mississippi
became one of approximately fifteen schools in the
coumry where engineering education was possible. An
impressive range of courses was caught during this
early period, including mechanical drawing, surveying,
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A survey class in 190'.
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mechanics, hydraulics, and practical catch-ails like masonry and highway construction. In 1867 a separate
Chair of Civil Engineering was established and occupied by Shoup until he resigned the nexc year. A civil
engineering degree was included in me reorganization
of 1871, and in 1872 General Claudius W. Sears, also
a West Pointer. became Professor of Engineering as
well as Professor of Mathematics. Sears continued the
Engineering Department until 1875 and during this
period crained the only two engineers to be granted
degrees under (he program in the nineteenth century,
William H. Calhoun in 1872, and John H. Wildy in
1874. After 1875 the department was discontinued
until Alfred Hume in 1900 initiated engineering
courses in conjunction with his existing courses in pure
mathematics. With Fulton's support the department
quickly established itself and by 1906 three professors
had been added-Walter H. Drane, Professor of Civil
Engineering (1903); John W. Johnson, Professor of
Physics and Electrical Engineering (1906); and John
Dorroh, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
(l906)-and [en s[Udenrs had been graduated from
the program.

Pa8~: On July 8. 1902.
the Magnetic Observatory. known as the
Dean House. became the second fraternity house on campus when it was occupied by Delta Kappa Epsilon.

u/t and oppos;tr

&/ou':The interior of the Phi Delta Thtta
house, c. 1902 (probably ont' of the
meeting rooms on the third floor of the
Chapel).
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By 1906 the coeds of the University could involve
themselves in numerous clubs besides participating in
the college annual. the Unit'ersity 0/ MtJsiHippi Magazine, and the imercollegiate basketbal1 program. They
had had their own debating club, the Parfhmic Literary
Society, three sororities, Tau Ddfa Theta (l896), Chi
Omrga (1899; it had been formed in 1896 as Sl~ma
Tau), and Ddfa Ddfa Dr/fa (l904)-Ddfa Camma, a
national sorority founded in Oxford in 1873 at the
Hays-Miller School (formerly the Lewis Female InstiNte) had a chapter at the University from 1882 until
l889-and such so~ial, religious, and athletic clubs as
the Talkaranci Club, the SSS Club, the YWCA, the
Woman's Athletic Association, the Woman's Tennis
Club, and the Gymnasium Club.
opposilt Pagr: A physics classroom, c. 1895;

nOtt'

the pres-

ence of rhe photographer in the mirror.
Right: A rare candid photOgraph of a coeJ caught una ....'3.re.

&lqU':The Tau Delta Theta sorority
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1897.
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Gradua(~ ~ducation was essential to the new American university if it were to accurately mirror the German model. Th~ University of Virginia abandoned its
no degree system in 1831 and began offering the
M. A., and the University of Michigan under Henry
Phillip Tappan began offering Master of Arts and Master of Science degrees in 1858. Virginia's degree, however, was hardly more than a B. A., and Michigan's
found little popular support (Tappan was dismissed in
1863). The major step toward approximating the German standard was taken by Johns Hopkins, whose S}'Stern of five hundred dollar fellmvships established in
1876 set the pattern for graduate education, followed
closely b)' Harvard under Charles William Eliot.
Pictured above is Hubert Anthony Shands, author
of \Vhilta"d Blark, who in 1893 earned the first Ph.D.
to be granted b)' the University of Mississippi. The cur-

riculum reform of 1871 had made graduate education
possible and the first M. A. candidates enrolled in
1873. The program, however, attracted few students,
probably bel:ause the Universit), failed to subsidize
them, offering only one or twO tutOrial positions a year,
and these generally in the Preparatory Department.
This relative parsimony ended when in 1888 Chancellor Mayes initiated a s}'stem of fellowships and assistamships which attracred ten new graduate srudems in
1891, six III 1892, and cleven in 1893. Graduate education at (he University was thus firmly established at
the masters level, though the Ph.D. program continued (0 struggle (Yale had granted the first American
Ph.D in 1861). The response at first was good, but of
the seventeen students who matriculated before 1906
only three received doc(otates, and the degree was
temporarily discontinued.
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Before the establishment of medical departmcms at
[he College of Philadelphia in 1765 and at King's College in 1768, American doctors who pursued formal
education-and they were few-were trained in Europe. These American schools were quite respectable
for rhe period, but during the nineteemh cenrury medical education reached irs nadir owing to (he foundation of numerous second-rate proprietary schools. Not
uncil the University of Michigan In 18')0, Harvard In
the 1870's. and Johns Hopkins in 1893 began to incorporate medical schools into their emerging university
curricula did medical educalJon in the United Srates
again anain irs former level.
A medical school had ocen planned at the University
of Mississippi in the reorganization of 1871, hue funds
did not become available until 1893. Ae char time the

trustees approved a two-year Medical Department
which opened in the fall with the medical related
courses of the incumbem faculty members supplemented by those of Dr. James B. Bullin, new Professor
of Anatomy, Pathology, and Bacwriology. After join109 the American Association of Medical Colleges in
1904, the Medical Department was able lO issue certificates to its graduates permitting [hem to enter che
third year of any affiliated school's regular four-year
course, A Professor of Materia Medica and Hygiene,
Dr. Peter Rowland and a Professor of Biology and
Physiology, Or. Waller S. Leathers, were added in 1905,
and a School of Pharmacy was provided for on June 8,
1906, but not established until after Chancellor Fulton's departure.
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/\/xJrt: The medical class of 1904.
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oPP(JSitt Pagt; AM't: Courses in the Medical Department
were (onducted in cramped quarters in two rooms of the
Lyceum until the construcoon in 1906 of me new Science
Hall, which stOod [Q (he south of the Confederate starne on
the approximate current site of Hume HalL

opposilt Pagt: Bt/(JIt·: The Infirmary, known as Brady Hall,
was provid('d for by the trostel'S on July 30,1904, and built
in 1906 at a COSt of about ten thousand dollars. Located between the new Pharmaty and Chemistry buildings, me structure is presently occupied by [he Department of Journalism.
&fou: The interior of the Infmnary.
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ADor:t: A drawing of a freshman arriving
on campus from the 1903 Olt Mil!.

Abou: The Chancellor's son. Mdurkc
Garland Fulton, as a student. c. 1900,

At thl;! University of Mississippi, as in most institutions, providing lodging on campus and furnishing satISfaCtory meals (0 students of "differem tastl;!S, habies
and mocks of living" proved to be a problem both vexing and enduring to the administration. Ancebellum arrangemenrs in the new Steward's Hall failed to satisfy
srudencs who wasted Jjttie time in writing home deriding the "bad food" offered at the mismanaged dining
hall. Seeking relief for their impaired palates, students
queseed for gastronomic deliverance at various offcampus boarding houses. Try as they did, few found
the pleasures of Oxford's private tables any more enticing then the University's own, The t 86l diary of University student Duncan McCollum records several
changes of eating venue in a single:! momh: "April 10,
1861. Commenced board at the Hall [Steward's], Fare
is bad." "April 16, 1861. Commenced board at Mrs.
Barr's, food fairly good." Boarding costs varied little
throughout the last half of the nineteenth century, averaging between twelve and fifteen dollars a month.
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Narurally, most students supplememed instirutional and
boarding fare with necessary extras, Duncan McCollum, for example, was able in the early 1860's to
purchase in Oxford an orange for seven cems and a
Cuhan cigar for a penny.
Abandoning the Steward's Hall, the University in the
1860's and L870's offered to students a cooperative
plan merging kitchen and dining halls in (he dormitories, Later, in the 1890's, after the cooperative plan had
been found wanting, the administration turned to private enterprise to solve the boarding problem. Several
houses on University land were leased with the expecmcion that the high-quality low-cost sustenance required by students would Ix: provided, In 1904 to
supplement the wholly inadequate single dining facility
controlled by the University, Chancellor fulton received trustee approval to erect another boarding house
which all involved vainly hoped would settle chronic
student complaint,

ufl: Eula Deaton was a member of the
first groJuaring class of the Industrial Insrirucc and College of Mjssissippi in 1889
and in 1894 became the first woman to
earn an M . A. from me University. She
taught mathe.:maocs at Converse College
in Spartanburg, South Carolina, before
r(,turning (Q the University as its first
Dean of Women in the summer of 1903,
a pOSt she hdd until 1907 when she left
to leach high school in Oak P.uk, Illinois.
&Iou: Named in honor of Fanny Ricks,
me.: first women"s dormitory at the University-nicknamed The Coop-was
built in 1903 juSt to the West of the Observatory on the site of the present Studem Union. The approxunately forty
coeds who occupied it in 1904 paid
.59.50 a month for room and board.

opposite Page: The coeds in from of Ricks
HaH in 1909.
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Female College, which functioned, despite its name, as
a preparatory school in Oxford for both sexes. Through
his father's influence, the physician Alfred Alexander
Young. Young also was admitted on a probationary basis as a special student at the University of Mississippi.
In 1897 he matriculated as a regular student at the
University and received a B. A. degree in 1901. Apparent even in his undergraduate days were me wideranging interests and talents that marked Stark Young's
latcr discin}Juished creative and intellectual carecr. An
accomplished student in latin and Greek, histOry,
drama, English literature, and in all of the finer arts,
Stark Young participated fully in the University's extracurricular program, acting in Miss Isom's plays, editing
the 1901 Ofe Miss annual, and contributing poetry to
the Unit·miry of Mississippi Magazine. What little spare
time was left to him, he spent with his friends in Oxford, the Somervilles, Wrights, and Skipwiths.
Following graduation in 1901, Young left Mississippi
to pursue a master's degree in English at Columbia, the
University F. A. p, Barnard had led to greamess, He
returned to MiSSissippi a certified master of artS in
1903 and taught at a Water Valley military school before accepting in 1905 an appoimment as an assistant
10 English at the University of Mississippi. The follow109 year Young published a volume of poetry, The
Blind Man at the Willdou, and a verse play, Gutflet:ere.
His productivity was not unnoticed and led to an offer
from the University of Texas which lured him to Austin
in the rail of 1907. Apart from periodic visits, Young
after 1907 never rerurned to live again in his beloved
Mississippi.
The fullness of Stark Young's latcr career defies easy
compression, After a successful teaching tenure, he
moved to New York in 1917 and rapidly established
at the New Repllblic his reputation as a preemincm
drama critic. Beginning in 1926 and culminating in
1934 with the appearancc of his best known work, So
Red the ROJe, Young published four novels about Mississippi. From 1937 rhrough 1947 he remained active
as a critic, playwright, and translator. He died on January 6, 1963, in New York City, and his body was returned to Mississippi for burial in his native Como.
Reproduced here are a few of Stark Young's retrospective remembrances of the University in his undergraduate days. These excerpts are from the typescript
drah of Young's 1951 autobiography, The Pat'ilion,
The Depanmen( of Archives and Special Collections
is a major repository of papers, manuscripts, and letters chronicling Stark Young's life in the arts.

Stark Young, critic, novelist, dramatist, poet, painter,
and translawr, was born in Como, Mississippi, thirty
miles northeast of Oxford on October II, 1881. The
death of his mother in 1890 and his father's subsequent
remarriage brought Young to Oxford to live in 1895.
A precocious ~Iouth, at age fifteen he enrolled at Union
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Left: A tennis match, presumably in the
Grove; the photograph was laken c.
1900 by Maurice G . Fulton, the son of
the Chancellor.
Right: At the time he wrote this lener
to the alumni describing the University
of Mississippi"s achievement of university status, ChanceUor Fulton probably
suspected his days in office we re
numbered. The populist James K
Vardaman·s election [() the Governorship of Mississippi in 190 3 precipicated
an era of political meddling with higher
education which culminated in the 1930's
with Governor Bilbo's wholesale dismissal of faculty members III state
schools. Vardaman made it known that
he intended fO replace Fulton-regardless of his accomplishmentS-with his
own man, Andrew A. Kincanno n, and
by the summer of 1906 he had been
able to place enough of his friends on
the Board of Trustees to assume conrrol Fuilon , who had been biuerly atlaCked on the floor of the scate legislature
by S. R. Coleman, the Representative
from LeFlore County, tendered his resignation on June 8,1906, and on August
23 refusc..-d the offer to remain as Professor of Astronomy and Geology, preferring instead to accept a position of ··large
administrative responsibility" elsewhe re.
He left for the Miller Sch(x)i in Virgillia
and Andrew A. Kincannon, the fo rmer
State Superintendent of Education who
was the only candidate, became Chancellor on November I. 1906.
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Ol'/rlta/" For more classroom space wings
were added to the Lyceum. They were
part of a forty-seven thousand dollar appropriauon-which included Ricks
Hall-approved by the Board of Trustees on November 27 .1902.
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